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Peace observer This is the United Nations. The man? Special delegate Walter
W. Falck of Severna Park, Maryland-representing himself...seeing how peace is waged.
Walter Falck happens to be a regional manager of Nationwide Insurance. He is one of
hundreds of Nationwide managers who visit the U.N. each year at company expense, as
part of Nationwide’s continuing effort to bring world affairs closer to the affairs of all of us.
i

Career hunting? Try the company that Walter Falck represents.
Nationwide is a young company (35 years old) with new and different
ideas. We operate in 27 states, with nearly three million policyholders,
over 12,000 agents and employees, over $390 million in total assets.
Our rapid expansion has opened career positions for new representatives
to sell auto, fire, life, general insurance . . . plus the opportunity to sell
mutual funds. Earn while you learn—with advancement opportunities,
job satisfaction. Like to work for this dynamic organization? Write:
Dean W. Jeffers, V. P. Sales, Dept. A, Nationwide, Columbus 16, Ohio.

America's most progressive insurance organization

ATIONWIDE
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company/Nationwide Life Insurance Company
Nationwide Mutual Fire Insurance Company/home office: Columbus, Ohio

Creative technical intellects constitute a very substantial
percentage o f our nearly 5,000 employees. Our 15
or so really great scientists — national authorities
on electronics, computers, propulsion, optics, magnetic
phenomena, solid-state physics, applied mathematics
and other phases of aerospace science —are only a small
fraction of the full range of Kollsman brainpower.

\\

Our hundreds and hundreds of highly specialized
engineers and technicians are an all-important part of
it, and so are our master lens grinders who can handpolish a lens to tolerances of a few millionths of an inch.
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Some of these men can trace their career back to
the days when Kollsman became a household word
among fliers as the flight instrument company. We
still are. But ever since the boundary between air and
space disappeared, we have been finding ourselves more
and more in the space part of the aerospace business.
Some people think, for example, that we are the
astronavigation company today. And we may easily
be the company for the particular aerospace business
you have on your mind. Our best minds —the industry’s
leading aerospace intellects —are at your service.
Here is what we are delivering to our customers
today: ■ Astro Trackers ■ Automatic Astro Compass
■ Air Data Computers ■ Electromechanical
Systems ■ Missile Components & Systems
■ Jet Engine Instruments ■ Flight Instruments
Kollsman Integrated Flight Instrument System
■ Optical Systems & Components h Doppler
Computation Systems ■ Sextants (Periscopic,
Handheld, Photoelectric) ■ Controls for
Aircraft, Missiles & Space Vehicles
■ Flight Simulator Instruments
■ Laboratory Test Instruments
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If you are interested in your career possibilities with us, why not write to Mr. John Whitton, at:

K O L L SM A N IN S T R U M E N T CO RPO R ATIO N

so-os 45 t h

avenue, elm h u r st

73, n e w y o r k

SUBSIDIARY OF STANDARD KOLLSMAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
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STAFF
Editor
D r. T. R ussell Woolley ’41
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A rthur W. R eynolds ’48
Class Notes Editor Margaret M. Mollison ’50

GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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President
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On the cover this month is a freshman zoology student. She is one
of the present young people whose education cost her and costs others a
fairly large sum of money each semester.
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott in his Biennial Report of the President, published in
December, 1960, pp. 6 and 7 says: "1 believe that today our future as a na
tion and as a state depends more directly upon the development of our
human talent than upon any other factor.
“In years past our compelling tasks may have been settling the West,
building the railroads, irrigating our fertile fields, or building more automo
biles, but today our basic need is the development of the human abilities
of our citizens both young and old. There is a new urgency to our nation's
needs. Our scientific advance is being challenged and our position in world
affairs is in jeopardy. And what will it take to meet these developments?
We have but one recourse and that is to give the nation the services of the
best trained manpower that America can produce.

Alumni Council
Mrs. Winifred C. Anderson ’35
Frank C. Brown ’30
Henry T. Carey ’22
Clifton E. Chandler '13
Arthur T. Forrestall ’33
John F. Grant ’48
M. Eleanor Jackson ’20
Mrs. Emilie K. Josselyn ’21
Parker F. Leonard ’50
Alfred B. Lingley ’20
Clifford G. Mclntire ’30
Robert B. McLeary ’42
Robert W. Nelson ’45
Albert S. Noyes ’24
Carlton B. Payson ’41
George A. Potter ’20
Mrs. Barbara L. Raymond ’37
Mrs. Winona C. Sawyer ’43
Robert P. Schoppe ’38
Ermo H. Scott ’31
Stanwood R. Searles ’34
Edward C. Sherry ’38
Thomas N. Weeks '16 (Law)

“In earlier years we were wasteful of our woodlands, of our soil, and
of our minerals. Today we are wasting our human talent. While we
search for a mathematician, an engineer, a nurse, or a poet, we allow
200,000 of our brightest youth in this country to stop their education at
the high school level each year.
“There are very few areas of high-level training today that are not in
need of additional manpower. When one thinks of the medical sciences,
the business life, our engineering world, or any other activity, one is hard
pressed to find areas that are overcrowded. In the physical sciences, where
physics, chemistry, and mathematics may hold the answer to our ultimate
survival, we need thousands of highly trained people instead of the few
who were adequate only a few years ago. In foreign languages, where we
may find a tool for carrying out our role in world affairs, we are nationally
illiterate.
“We have come to the point where the development of human talent
has surpassed in the national interest the development of Niagara or Passamaquoddy power, the building of submarines, or the landing of a colony on
the moon. In fact it is the development of the manpower that is the pre
requisite to all the rest. Whether we look for advance along these lines
or for new ways to beat our swords into plowshares, it is only through edu
cation that we can hope for a peaceful world.”
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Should education at the University of Maine be a special privilege only for
high income families? Are we educating too many? These questions are
raised by thoughtful people now, because of the current high cost of a year
at our state university.

18-29

Thoughtful alumni and citizens of the State of Maine may be inclined
to agree with Dr. Elliott. And who would there be to say that the way to
make an advance upon a better world would be to build an upper crust on
society by having higher education available, for the most part, only to the
wealthy?
It is a hope that alumni will upon their visits to campus, as for Com- ’
mencement-Reunion June 9, 10 and 11 this year, give more reflection in,
their minds and voice to their opinions about the challenge which their
Alma Mater faces squarely.
It isn’t altogether new, really. It was Diogenes who said: “The founda
tion of every state is the education of its youth.”
(Cover photo by Paul H. Pearson ’61)
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George W. Treat Bequest
P ro v id e s S tu d e n t L o a n F u n d

A generous bequest of $44,307 from George W. Treat of Boston was an
nounced by the University of Maine in 1959. Mr. Treat’s bequest was in the form
of an unrestricted gift.
i

By vote of the University Board of Trustees, this substantial gift is used as
a student loan fund. Known as the George W. Treat Fund, the student-aid fund
perpetuates the name of the donor in a most appropriate and useful manner.

In announcing this gift, President Elliott of the University paid tribute to Mr.
Treat and a member of his family who had waived an interest in the trust fund,
thus releasing it for a gift to the University of Maine and other beneficiaries. “This
fund will be a wonderful help to scores of deserving, capable, and needy students
each year, and we shall be forever grateful to the donor for this fine gift,” Dr.
Elliott declared.

Mr. Treat for many years was the head of an important stock brokerage firm
in Boston. He retained a lifelong interest in his native town of Livermore Falls and
the State of Maine. His generous bequest has translated his interest into a me
morial which will be of true value to many young people in their quest for higher
education.

Harold Beverage 15
A Profile
By Joe Rigo ’55

Shown above is the first RCA Laboratory. It was estab lish ed in a tent at Riverhead, Long Island, in 1 9 1 9 . In the p h oto, le ft to righ t are: Mr. B everage,
H arold O lson, Chester R ice, E. W . K ellog and R. D . G reenm an.
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Beverage had two job offers on

graduation day in 1915.
The General Electric Company was
offering him $11.20 a week to work in Sche
nectady, New York, testing its completed
products.
The Loews Theaters organization was of
fering him $22 a week to play the trom
bone in one of its New York City movie
house bands.
His degree from the University of Maine
was a Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering, and he knew whatever job
he took somehow would have to further his
ambition to be a radio engineer.
He became interested in radio engineer
ing as a boy in North Haven, Maine.
Reading about the amazing experiments by
Marconi and his associates in newspapers
and magazines prompted the ambition
which later would cause him to be a fre
quent visitor to such space-age centers as
Cape Canaveral, Florida, and would see
him become vice president for research and
development for R.C.A. Communications.
But Dr. Beverage says he had few visions
of where either he or wireless were going
back in the days in North Haven and at
the University of Maine.
“I didn’t imagine anything terrific,” he
said recently; “but I knew it would be very
interesting. It was a plumb marvelous thing
that you could sit down and pick news out
of the air.”
Dr. Beverage was born October 14, 1893
—two years before Marconi invented the
wireless. He grew up on his father’s 160acre farm with two older sisters and a
younger brother. When he was 14, he
started work as a repairman for the local
telephone company.
At 15, he built his own receiving set and
learned the radio code. This achievement
was not to receive full recognition until
1914 when he picked up news of the death
of President Wilson’s first wife. His grand
mother was one of the few Democrats in
the area and had special interest in any
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thing to do with Wilson, but she would not
believe his report. There was no voice
broadcasting then, and she was convinced
the noises from the wireless meant abso
lutely nothing. When a Boston newspaper
reached the island and confirmed the re
port, she was so impressed she gave her
grandson a $5 gold piece.
It was the first of many awards he was
to receive, including a presidential citation.
Y oung Beverage knew that if he were
to be a radio engineer he would have to
get a college education. In this, the home
atmosphere was encouraging. His father,
Fremont Beverage, was the local school
superintendent and was strong on educa
tion for his children.
Life on the North Haven farm was not
prosperous, though, even with the father
occasionally working part-time as a teacher.
(This once resulted in young Beverage be
ing a student in his father’s class and the
recent evaluation, “He was a very good
teacher, I guess.”) Farming on the rocky
land was hard, and shipping costs to the
mainland cut into the income. When time
for college came, the family had only
$1,600 to pay expenses. Beverage added to
this at college by working in the small band
that furnished music Saturday nights at the
movie theater in Orono. This paid $5 a
night.
He also played in the University band,
“filling in on whatever was missing.”
He gave the graduation-time offer from
Loews serious consideration. “I thought I
might be able to do some graduate work
at Columbia while working, but I finally
decided I probably would be too tired after
a night of playing to be able to pay atten
tion.”
He took the testman job, seeing it as a
stepping stone to a position in the G.E. lab
oratories.
One of the most prominent men in com
munications at that time was Dr. E. F. W.
Alexanderson, a Swedish-born engineer who

came to the United States in 1901 and
became a major figure at G.E.
“My first impression of Alexanderson,”
Beverage says, “was that of a man who
was just bubbling with ideas. He was a pro
lific inventor and an inspiring man to work
with.”
Dr. Beverage contacted Alexanderson,
and when an opening came in his staff, Dr.
Beverage got the job.
He was given broad scope in his work
with Alexanderson.
During World War I, he was sent to
the U. S. Naval Station at Bar Harbor,
Maine, to test a new radio receiver devised
by Dr. Alexanderson. The radio was to be
used by allied forces in Europe in case the
Germans cut communications wire and in
terfered with the radio systems then in use.
For several days Dr. Beverage draped
wire over the Bar Harbor countryside—
two miles of it in each direction from his
receiver. Then in the process of testing, he
noticed the wire going northeast had excel
lent reception from Europe while reception
on the southwest wire was poor.
Further work with this discovery led to
development of the Beverage antenna, a
system which has been compared with a
10-mile rural telephone line with wires close
to the ground. It combined a number of
features of great importance to transatlantic
radio communications and was to be hailed
for speeding the growth of long distance
radio communications.
But it was not to receive widespread use
for a while. First Dr. Beverage completed
his chief work at Bar Harbor. The new
receiver was perfected, assembled, shipped
to Europe, installed and was ready to go—
on Armistice Day. As with many wartime
inventions, however, it had a peacetime
role in which it was very successful.
S hortly after the war Dr. Beverage re
ceived a pink slip of dismissal from Gen
eral Electric.
It came while the U. S. Navy was urging
G.E. and other firms to act to keep valu-
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able patents essential to the expanding ra
dio industry in U. S. hands. Dr. Alexan- I n t h e a u t u m n of 1923, Dr. Beverage,
derson’s patents were the chief subject of listening to the pioneer station, KDKA in
interest. The result was that G.E. and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, became interested
other firms set up the Radio Corporation of in the station’s frequent fading. Working
America as a company in which the several with H. O. Peterson, a member of the
organizations could pool their patents for R.C.A. staff at Riverhead, he conducted tests
further U. S. development. Dr. Alexander- which showed the fading occurred at ran
son became chief engineer of R.C.A.
dom at different times among antennas lo
Dr. Beverage says when he got the pink cated only a short distance from each other.
slip from G.E., “I went to Alexanderson and These tests led to development of a method
asked him why I was fired. Alexanderson, called the Space Diversity System which, in
being a deep-thinker, was somewhat absent effect, automatically selected the receiver
minded. He said, ‘Oh, I forgot to tell you; getting the strongest signal.
I had you transferred to R.C.A.’ ”
When R.C.A. Communications, Inc., was
The new assignment took them to Long created as a subsidiary of R.C.A., Dr. Bev
Island, New York. This was long before erage became its chief research engineer.
the commuters and real estate developers He stayed in this post until 1940 when he
had discovered Long Island’s outer reaches. became vice president for research and de
R.C.A. had started a receiving station at velopment for R.C.A. Communications.
In 1934, he participated in the develop
Rocky Point, and Dr. Beverage wanted to
get away from it but still have enough room ment of the first television relay system,
for his wires. He found a spot at River- used for field tests between New York City
head, complete with a road running north and Camden, New Jersey.
In following years he served a term as
east-southwest along which he could set
out wires for his antenna experiments. president of the Institute of Radio Engineers
They set up research headquarters in a tent. and received an honorary doctor of engi
They operated from the tent during the neering degree from the University of
winter of 1919-1920. In the spring, a wood Maine.
R.C.A. combined its research operations
en shack was built, and antenna wire was
strung on poles for nine miles around. under a new division called R.C.A. Labora
Unfortunately, a burglar broke into the tories in 1942, and Dr. Beverage acquired
shack and carried off the old tent—thus the title of director of radio research in the
new division in addition to his vice presi
stealing R.C.A.’s first research laboratory.
dency.
1921, Dr. Beverage was se
lected to go to England, pick up some
equipment and a Marconi company engi
neer, and go to Brazil for six months work
on a high frequency system to operate be
tween Europe and the United States.
About the same time, the Radio Club of
America, a group af amateurs, was experi
menting with radio reception. During his
trip to England, Dr. Beverage met Paul
Godley, a member of the club, who was
going to Europe to try to pick up broadcasts
from the United States. Dr. Beverage told
Godley about his antenna experiments.
Godley set one up in Scotland and was suc
cessful for the first time, in picking up sig
nals from the United States.
Godley’s results were published in the
amateurs’ magazine, QST, and Dr. Beverage
later wrote an article for it. The word
spread, and soon many others were using
the Beverage antenna. It gained fame that
continues today. At a recent international
conference in Colorado, Dr. Beverage was
somewhat surprised when about 20 Russians
surrounded him and asked about his work.
They not only knew of his antenna and
other inventions but gave him full credit
for them.
The early 1920’s saw great breakthroughs
in international communications. Marconi’s
successful work with short wave reception
made greater use of radio economically
possible and enabled daylight operations
which proved a boon to business.
I

n

N ovem ber,

it h t h e sta rt of World War II, the
government asked him to look into problems
in the North Atlantic where communica
tions problems were causing large losses
among the hundreds of planes being ferried

W

to Europe. Dr. Beverage and Julius A.
Stratton, who presently heads the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, investi
gated the situation. With Dr. Beverage
using his old trick of laying out wires, the
team soon demonstrated that low radio
frequencies could get through to planes
when high frequencies were blocked out by
atmospheric disturbances. Changes were
made, and losses dropped drastically.
The Beverage antenna also found a role
in war work. Since it operated with wires
close to the ground, it was adapted to
transmit as well as receive and was valuable
in situations where erection of high towers
was cut of the question.
Dr. Beverage traveled extensively on
communications problems during the war.
Just prior to the invasion of France, the
U. S. Ninth Air Force Headquarters at
Uxbridge, England, needed some way to
perk up its communications. The unit was
in tactical support of the Army and had to
have reliable contact with its planes and
the troops in Europe. It had been using
the same methods as British air commands
but was not getting the same results. Dr.
Beverage decided the heart of the problem
was that Uxbridge was some 40 miles in
land while the British units were along the
coast. Changes were made to compensate
for the location, and the problem was
solved.
When the comment was made later that
he made things seem easy, he said “It is
simple when you know what’s going on.”
He stayed in London while commuting
to Uxbridge, and friends once told him of
(Continued on Page 9, col. 3)

In the p h o to below are: Mr. B everage, Mrs. B everage, Dr. A lexanderson and
Mrs. A lexan d erson .
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The University

Half-Million Grant
From Ford Foundation
one of the worst winters in
many a year, everyone on campus was
looking forward to fair spring weather.
But up to the middle of April, the wind was
still wintry, and snow continued to fall. At
this writing the snowstorms have abated,
but the air is cold and a chilly drizzle is
falling nearly every day. If the law of prob
ability remains valid, the future should be
bright, with fair weather an odds on favorite
for the remainder of spring and early sum
mer.
fter
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’61 COMMENCEMENT AT
BANGOR AUDITORIUM
T h e 196 1 com m en cem en t program will

be scheduled, however, without a gamble on
rain or shine. This year the ceremonies
will be held in the new Bangor Municipal
Auditorium, where approximately 860 stu
dents will receive degrees at 2:30 p.m. on
June 11. The baccalaureate ceremony will
be held in the morning at 10:30 in the
Memorial Gymnasium.

JUNE IS REUNION TIME
W ill we see you
on J u n e 9-10-11
in O rono fo r the 19 61
C om m en cem en t-R eu n ion
w eekend?
In case y o u ’ve fo rg o tten , th e fo l
low ing classes w ill hold reu n ion s
J u n e 9 -1 0 -1 1 :
Senior A lum ni
1936
1911
1941
1916
1946
19 2 1
1951
1926
1956
1931
1959

UNIVERSITY RECEIVES
KELSH PLOTTER
T h e Jam es W , Sew all C om pany, of Old
Town, recently made available to the Uni
versity a Kelsh Plotter, an intricate device
used to transfer details from aerial photo
graphs to base maps. The stereoplotter,
valued at about $5,000, has been placed in
the Forest Photogrammetry Laboratory in
Deering Hall. Faculty members and stu
dents in the School of Forestry, and the De
partments of Agricultural Engineering, Ge
ology, and Civil Engineering will have an
opportunity to use the instrument. No piece
of equipment of this value has ever before
been received by the School of Forestry.

8
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HE U niversity has received a grant of

$500,000 from the Ford Foundation to
finance a seven-point program in its
College of Education. This is the second
largest grant ever received by the University
being topped only by the Frederick W. Hill
Fund of $525,000 bequeathed to the Uni
versity in 1922.
The Ford grant, which will come from the
Foundation’s Fund for the Advancement of
Education, will cover a five-year period.
Under the terms of the grant, the College
of Education will carry out the following
seven-point program:
1. Establish a program of team-teaching
for the elementary and secondary schools of
Maine.
2. Develop opportunities for student
teaching experience in team-teaching situa
tions.
3. Develop a working relationship with
the public schools in Orono whereby these
schools can be used in creating a team
teaching pilot program in the elementary
school, the junior high school, and the high
school.
4. Implement closed circuit television for
purposes of observing teaching.
5. Provide and make use of such elec
tronic devices and machines as may be used
effectively in teaching.
6. Create a new fifth-year program of
education for some of its own students and
students from other liberal arts colleges.
7. Study and recast the basic program of
preparation for its potential teachers.
“This action by the Ford Foundation is an
inspiring vote of confidence in the Univer
sity of Maine,” President Elliott said. “It
is also a recognition of the important re
sponsibility the University has for training
teachers for the schools of Maine.
“In accepting this grant on behalf of the
University’s board of trustees, I want to
commend Dean Mark R. Shibles and other
members of the faculty of the College of
Education for their work and foresight in
developing plans for the new program. The
teacher-training program, already moving
toward national recognition, will be moved
along even more rapidly by these funds,” he
declared.
Dean Shibles said he and his colleagues
were “delighted” that the Ford Foundation
had selected the college for the half-milliondollar grant.
Dean Shibles said he was hopeful the
legislature would provide the full amount of
the funds requested for equipment for the

new College of Education building, since
the closed-circuit television activities en
visioned by the Ford Foundation grant will
depend on the college having the new equip
ment. The closed circuit apparatus would
be used primarily for observation of teach
ing in connection with the basic professional
courses.
Noting that the faculty of the College of
Education believes that a teacher who is to
educate young people must himself be well
educated. Dean Shibles said the college’s
academic program under the Ford grant
calls for a sharp decrease in professional
courses and a sizeable increase in academic
credits. Plans also call for the adding of
a new fifth year to the College of Educa
tion’s program of teacher training for both
elementary and secondary school teachers.
The new fifth-year program would be
open to carefully selected graduates of the
College of Arts and Sciences as well as the
College of Education, and to students from
other institutions with suitable ratings.
Upon successful completion of 30 semester
hours (one full year of residence plus two
summer sessions) the master’s degree would
be awarded.
Plans also call for a series of Summer
Session workshops to prepare participants
and University personnel for the team-teach
ing aspect of the project.
As the program unfolds, the college will
be working with educational interests
throughout the state including the State
Department of Education, Dean Shibles
said.

Alum ni A tte n tio n !
N otice is h ereb y giv en to m e m 
bers o f the G en eral A lu m n i A ssoci
a tio n that th e fo llo w in g ch a n g e
sh all be voted u p o n at th e a n n u a l
m e e tin g o n J u n e 1 0 , 1 9 6 1 :
ARTICLE IV o f th e By-Laws
(*by a d d itio n ) :
SECTIO N 1. T h e a n n u a l d u es
shall be fix e d ea ch year by the
A lu m n i C o u n cil, or, in lie u o f
a n n u a l d u es, a p ro g ra m o f
a n n u a l g i f t g iv in g s h a ll be
fix e d e a c h y e a r b y th e A lu m n i
C o u n c il, in o r d e r to e s ta b lis h
fin a n c ia l a im s.
SECTION 2. D u es, o r a n n u a l
g ifts to a n a lu m n i f u n d , are
p ayab le in ad van ce on or b e
fo r e th e date o f th e a n n u al
m eetin g , as in d ic a tio n o f ac
tiv e m e m b e r s h ip .
* Ita licized
p rop osed
laws.

m a teria l in d ica tes
a d d itio n s to th e

the
b y

THE MAINE ALUMNUS

UMP TO HAVE SUMMER
SESSION
The

U niversity

of

M aine

at

Portland,

which has never in the past had more than
a three-weeks summer session, will offer the
full nine weeks of study this summer.
The session will be divided into two
separate periods. The first, from June 19 to
July 7, will be three weeks; the second
period, from July 10 to August 18, will be
held for six weeks.
Courses offered in the three-week period
will be: the teaching of art, the use of stand
ard tests in school, newer practices in read
ing, poetry of the Romantic movement, the
Communist pattern of government, history
of the West, trigonometry, college algebra,
protective practice and safety in physical
education, educational psychology, sociology
of the family, and general zoology.
Offering undergraduate credit courses'
only, the six-week curriculum will be com
posed of: engineering drawing, freshman
composition, English literature, masterpieces
of English and American literature, Ameri
can literature, elementary and intermediate
French, American government, U. S. history
to 1877, Europe before 1500, current world
problems, descriptive physics, and funda
mentals of public speaking.
%

DR. L. B. LEVITAN ’38
SCHOLARSHIP

g
I iv e s

A scholarship fund of $5,000 has been
given to the University of Maine Foundation
by Dr. Leon B. Levitan ’38 of Braintree,
Mass., in memory of his father, Nathan
Levitan.
The income from this fund, which is to
be known as the Nathan Levitan Fund, will
perpetuate the ideals of the father by using
income for research and/or other endeavors
in the field of social, theoretical, or histori
cal aspects of economics.
Any student, graduate or undergraduate,
in economics who is in need of financial
assistance and whose scholastic standing
indicates promise of high academic success
will be eligible for this award. It is expected
the first award will be made for the next
college year, 1961-62.

MAINE PSYCHOLOGISTS
ATTEND EASTERN MEETING
Three members of the psychology depart
ment at the University of Maine attended
the meeting of the Eastern Psychological
Association in Philadelphia on Friday and
Saturday, Apr. 7-8.
Dr. Alan Baron, Assistant Professor of
Psychology, read a paper which he co
authored with Dr. Joseph Antonitis entitled
“Punishment and Pre-Shock as Determinnants of Bar-Pressing Behavior.”
Dr. Vaughn E. Gulo, Assistant Professor
of Psychology, read a paper entitled “A
Study of Differential Scoring Procedures in
a Critical Thinking Test.”
Dr. George B. Kish, Associate Professor
of Psychology, also attended the sessions.
MAY, 1961

Alumni Job
Opportunities
The University Placement Bureau, 104
East Annex, Orono, has listed the following
job leads for graduates from recent employ
ment openings. Any alumni interested in
further information on any opening listed
below is invited to write to Philip J. Brock
way, Placement Director, at the above ad
dress. Please identify your inquiry by
proper code number.
461-15: A central Maine wood-working firm seeks
a cost accounting man qualified to replace retiring
Cost Accountant. Will consider less experience to
train if necessary. Supervise clerks in each of
several mills; maintain present cost system and
continue to develop improved methods. Salary
open.
461-16: Agricultural graduates by machinery manu
facturing firm for sales training program, then
assign as territory manager work ing with 12-15
dealers, responsible for their effective operation,
credit work, sales promotion, education of dealers.
Headquarters upper New York. Salary open.
461-17: Job as Design Engineering Cost Analyst
with New England engine manufacturer requires
Mechanical Engineering and accounting and-or
business administration combination. Responsible
for cost analysis of new designs of propulsion
systems and components and design cost control
during production.
461-19: Opening for social caseworker in state
hospital in central Maine. Training on job quali
fies for position Psychiatric Social Work Assistant.
Job is under Maine State Civil Service.
461-20: Agricultural sales opportunities in fertilizer
sales-service available in east and mid-west. Tech
nical knowledge of agricultural science, farm tech
niques, some, some business training or experience
sought. Sales interest required. Salary open.
461-21: Manufacturing company making small parts
seeks staff accountant to give depth to account
ing operations in expanding industry. Location
southern New Hampshire. Minimum two years’
experience industrial accounting wanted. Good
salary range, excellent industrial potential.
461-22: Same company as 461-21 wants project
planner in data processing to expand potentials
of department. Three to five years’ experience
data processing sought with two of them in super
vision or project planning.
461-23: Opening in California for engineer to teach
engineering graphics in polytechnic college which
is facing very rapid growth Future potential ex
cellent. Suburban location in southern California.
461-24: Several recent openings in pulp and paper
field as detailed below:
A) In Illinois, recent graduate ChE or Paper for
res. and devel. new products, new applica
tions, customer service for all grades paperboard, test liner, and molded products
B) In Chicago, leading magazine firm wants man
to work on paper problems between paper
mill and printer; 2-3 years’ experience.
C) Laboratory openings available, upper New
York, working with industrial specialty papers
carrying high technical specifications.
D) New line synthetic paper wires to be sold to
paper mills, sales experience and paper train
ing desired.
E) Research, development, or production open
ings available, western Massachusetts manu
facturer molded pulp products. Two-three
years’ experience general paper, board, or
molded pulp desired.

$223,322 IN STUDENT LOANS
From two sources, nearly a quarter of a

million dollars was loaned to 588 students
to help them meet the expenses of the cur
rent college year. The Office of Student Aid
in releasing the figures, pointed out that 233
students received $107,667 from the Higher
Education Assistance Foundation, and 355
students received $115,655 from the federal
government under the terms of the National
Defense Education Act of 1958.

H. Beverage
(Continued from Page 7)
the colorful changing of the guard cere
mony at the royal palace. They said they
liked to go see it every Sunday and then
attend services at a nearby chapel. Dr.
Beverage went over one day to take in the
ceremony, but when it was over he de
cided not to visit the church, and thus he
escaped being in it when it was struck by
a German V-l rocket and most of the
people inside killed.
Dr. Beverage was to have further ex
perience with rockets and missiles.
But now the war was over, and he had
some long-delayed business to complete.
A bout 25 years earlier, during a visit to
Philadelphia, he had dinner at a friend’s
home. Another guest was Miss Patricia
Yurgel, a social worker in Brooklyn. They
became friendly, - but with the rapidlychanging world of electronics,, the depres
sion and war years, marriage was delayed
until 1946.
Mrs: Beverage hadn’t - had much to do
with electronics in her social work, and it
took time to get used to their house at
Stony Brook, Long Island, being cluttered
with “miles of wire and a million receivers.”
But she adapted. Now she says “His
interests have become mine. I’m interested
in all these electronics, and I enjoy all the
traveling. I don’t want to be a wife who
just sits in a corner.”
Dr. Beverage’s war work was recognized
in 1948 with a presidential Certificate of
Merit.
In 1957, one year before his retirement
from R.C.A. at age 65, he was awarded the
Lamme Medal, presented by the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers to its out
standing members. He took a look at the
expanding radio field at that time and told
the delegates “we may fit within the limited
radio spectrum tomorrow such services as
international television, highly portable per
sonal communications systems and even
the remote control of our ships and air
craft from electronic traffic centers.”
When he retired in 1958, friends at
R.C.A. sponsored a dinner at a New York
hotel. As Mrs. Beverage tells it, “All these
people came, not just from R.C.A. but from
different organizations in electronics, radio
and related fields. They came from Wash
ington, California and Canada even. And
instead of buying him a gift like a wrist
watch or pen, they presented him with this
award which I thought was the most won
derful thing they could have given him.”
The award was a sum of money, the in
terest on which will go each year to a Uni
versity of Maine student excelling in the
study of communications. The first Bever
age award was presented last December to
25-year-old Richard T. Goodhue of East
Waterboro, a senior majoring in electrical
engineering.
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Percent Participation by Classes
last month on the Hauck
Fund page showed the amount given
(in thousands of dollars) by classes.
This month the graph shows the percent
participation of members in each class. The
percentage figures (with a top of fifty per
cent) are indicated at the right of the graph.
Classes are listed at the bottom of the graph.
Also shown on this page are the number
of Senior, Junior, and Associate Partners
in each class;
he bar graph

T

ECAUSE o f th e sm a ller n u m b ers
o f liv in g a lu m n i in th e classes
fro m 1 8 8 5 -1 9 0 4 , th e listin g o f
data is p resen ted in su m m ary.
T h e average p a rticip a tio n o f th ese
classes is a p p ro x im a te ly 5 0 % . T h e
total a m o u n t g iv en is $ 2 3 ,3 8 7 .0 0 .
F rom sixty-seven d on ors, th e average
g ift to the A. A. H au ck B u ild in g F u n d
from th ese a lu m n i is $ 3 4 9 .0 0 .
JR. PARTNERS
1890 (2)
1898 (3)
1899 (1)
1900 (1)
1901 (2)
1902 (2)
ASSOC. PARTNERS
1897 (1)
1899 (1)
1901 (1)
1903 (1)

SR. PARTNERS
1915 (1)
1916 (2)
1918 (1)
1919 (2)
1920 (1)
1922 (1)
1924 (1)
1934 (1)
1954 (1)
JR. ]PARTNERS
1905 (1)
1907 (2)
1909 (3)
1910 (1)
1911 (5)
1913 (1)
1914 (1)
1916 (1)
1917 (2)
1918 (2)
1919 (2)
1920 (5)
1921 (2)
1922 (2)
1923 (1)
1924 (1)
1926 (1)
1927 (1)
1928 (1)
1929 (1)
1930
1934
1943 (1)
1944 (1)

fii

JR. PARTNERS
1949 (1)
1956 (1)
ASSOC. PARTNERS
1906 (1)
1909 (4)
1911 (3)
1912 (1)
1913 (1) ,
1915 (2)
1916 (3)
1917 (4)
1918 (2)
1819 (1)
1920 (3)
1921 (2)
1922 (2)
1923 (2)
1924 (4)
1
1925 (2)
1926 (2)
1927 (3)
1928 (2)
1929 (4)
1930 (6)
1931 (2)
1932 (2)
1933 (2)
1934 (2)
1936 (2)
1937 (2)
1939 (2)
1940 (1)
1941 (2)
1949 (1)
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Photo by Paul H. Pearson

Photo by Paul H. Pearson

O ne of the Arthur A. Hauck Build
ing Fund has been realized and is
manifest in the clean, well-designed,
well-furnished rooms on the third floor of
the Memorial Union Building. The third
floor, to be formally opened on April 30th,
is primarily intended for the use of faculty
and alumni.
The photos on this page will give you
some idea of what your Hauck Fund dollars
have purchased to date. The top left photo
shows the stainless steel serving counter in
the Ford Room dining facilities. At the
right, top, is the fireplace at the north end
of the Peabody Room, the faculty-alumni
lounge. The middle picture shows the Ford
Room, decorated with murals made from
photos of the Maine coast, taken by Walter
T. Eitel ’56. At the bottom, left, SRA Direc
tor Reverend Harvey Bates talks with a stu
dent in the new SRA Office, the Reverend
Alson H. Robinson Room. The bottom
right picture was taken in the faculty-alumni
lounge, the Peabody Room.
More detailed information on the third
floor of the Union Building will appear in
the June Alumnus.
hase
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Local Associations
St. Petersburg, Florida Alumni
The final luncheon, of these seasonalmeeting alumni, was held On April 1 this
year. Four previous meetings had been held
this season, all at the New Garden Room of
the Pennsylvania Hotel.
Oscar W. Mountfort '12 presided over the
meeting, at which officers were elected for
the coming year and dates were set for 196162 meetings.

Portland Alumnae

University President Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott,
speaking on the University’s Five-Point
Legislative Program. T. Russell Woolley,
GAA Executive Director, made brief re
marks to the group.
New officers were elected at a business
meeting, which was conducted by Merle F.
Goff ’48, President.

Northeastern, N. Y. Alumni
Area alumni met on April 14 at The
Colonial Tavern in Saratoga Springs for a
social hour and dinner, L. "Jack" Carpenter
’27 heading the committee on arrangements.
William M. Foss, Jr, ’55, presided at the
business session and introduced the guest
speaker, T. Russell Woolley ’41 from Orono.
Dr. Woolley talked about current happen
ings on the Maine campus and the legisla
tive program.

The Portland Club of University of Maine
Women met April 6 at Payson Smith Hall
on the UMP campus. Dorothy (Currier ’45)
Dutton conducted the business session.
Charlotte (Moreshead ’54) Libby intro
duced the guest speaker, Edward Ferron.
Mr. Ferron spoke on “The History and Re
production of Wall Paper.”
Plans were presented by co-chairmen
Dorothy McCann ’52 and Margaretmary Auburn-Lewiston Alumnae
McCann ’57 for the Annual Spring Scholar . April 19 was the meeting date for AuburnLewiston Alumnae and a program was pre
ship Dance on April 29.
sented from the “House of Charm.”
So. Kennebec Alumni
Complete details of the March 15 meet
Men of the Southern Kennebec Valley ing have been received, of a gathering held
met April 7 at the Worster House in Hallo- at the home of Margaret ( Watson ’48)
well. A social hour began at 6:00 p.m. fol Savignano, Court St. in Auburn. Mrs. Ray
Philbrick, Jr., gave a very interesting dem
lowed by dinner at 6:45 and a smoker.
Brian McCall, the University’s outstand onstration of copper enameling. Plans were
ing basketball coach, spoke about the recent discussed for the annual rummage sale and
record in basketball and the future potential an annual May banquet.
of the sport at Maine. T. Russell Woolley
Eastern Pennsylvania Alumni
’41 also attended from Orono.
A dinner meeting of April 21 gathered
New officers were elected for the coming
at The Engineers Club at 6:00 p.m. in
year. —
>
Whitney L. Wheeler ’29 presided at the Philadelphia. The well attended affair was
the Annual Spring Banquet for Maine
session.
Alumni and friends.
Baltimore, Maryland Alumni
Arthur A. Chapman ’21 presided at the
Attendance was high at the annual meet business session and presented the speaker.
ing and banquet in Baltimore April 11.
T. Russell Woolley ’41, GAA Executive
Dean Mark Shibles of the University’s Director talked about present problems and
College of Education was guest and speaker plans at the University, also showing colored
for the meeting, bringing news of the cam projections of new buildings on campus.
pus and a discussion of the outlook for edu
Utica-Rome, N. Y. Alumni
cation in Maine. A new chairman was elected for the
- An annual banquet of the new UticaBaltimore Alumni for 1961-62. Richard F. Rome alumni group was held Saturday,
Barter ’58 presided over the business session April 22. Lois Ann (Small ’49) Peterson
and evening festivities.
was in charge of arrangements.

Finger Lakes, N. Y. Alumni

Men and women of the Bath-Brunswick
area in Sagadahoc County held a successful
dinner meeting on April 13 at- the New
Meadows Inn. Esther (Drummond ’41)
Hawley was in charge of arrangements, as
sisted by Janet (Marston ’55) Bodwell.
Speaker at the well .attended session was

_ Saturday April 29 was the night of the
dinner and spring meeting of the group.
The location was the Chemung County Air
port Restaurant, off route 17, near East
Corning.
Eunice (Copeland ’31) Chandler spoke
about her study at the University of London,

_

Portland Alumnae
The annual University of Maine Scholar
ship Dance was held April 29 at the Mayfair Room of the Lafayette Hotel.
This pleasant occasion was planned by a
large committee under the guidance of cochairmen Dorothy McCann ’52 and Mar
garetmary McCann ’57. Pouline (Cushing
’41) Clough was reservation chairman.

Coming Meetings
R h od e Isla n d and
S o u th ea stern M ass. A lu m n i

May 12, 1961
Speaker: Col. Lester K. Olson
A uburn-L ew iston A lu m n ae

May 17, 1961
Speaker: University Registrar—
George H. Crosby
*

^

W estern M ass. A lu m n i

May 19, 1961
Speaker: Coach Brian McCall
C entral M ass. A lu m n i

May 20, 1961
Speaker: Coach Brian McCall
B o sto n A lu m n i

May 20, 1961
Speaker: George H. Ellis ’41
N o. K en n eb ec A lu m n i

May 25, 1961
Speaker: Vice President Charles E.
Crossland '17
W estern P en n . A lu m n i

June 2, 1961
Speaker: Dr. Austin H. Peck

Regularly Scheduled Meetings
Weekly—
P ortlan d A lu m n i

Graymore Hotel
Friday Noon
B o sto n A lu m n i

Thompson’s Spa
City Hall Avenue
Friday Noon
Monthly—
W estern P en n sy lv a n ia A lu m n i

First Monday of each month
Oliver Restaurant
Smithfield St., Pittsburgh
Noon

*

^

Merrymeeting Bay Alumni _
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during the academic year 1959-60. Movies
of the experience were also, shown.
In charge of arrangements were Philip A.
Lord ’55 and Frances (Dorr ’44) Henderson.

-

€

E astern P en n sy lv a n ia A lu m n i

Last Thursday of each month
Electrical Club Dining Room
6th Floor, Architect’s Building
17th and Samson Streets
Philadelphia, Penna.
Noon«
(Continued on Page 16)
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Moment
of Truth . . .
Remember? The bluebooks were passed, the
exam questions posted . . . then the panicky
moment of blankness before facts gradually
swam into focus. Final exams were the cruci
ble of study and, in a real sense, forerunners
of the many “moments of truth” for which
each of us must prepare throughout life.
Preparation for decisive moments is man’s
strategy in facing his future. But this plan
ning needn’t always be a lonely, uncertain
affair. The experience and understanding of
a Connecticut Mutual Life man can greatly
facilitate the wise safeguarding of your family
. . . and provide for the needs that loom
ahead. Use the counsel of this objective part
ner. Out of a wide variety of policies and
payment methods, a CML man will prepare
the plan best suited to secure your dreams.
He’s a helpful man to talk with.
Dividends* paid to policyholders
for 115 years
Owned by its policyholders, CM L provides high-quality
life insurance a t low cost and gives personal service
through more than 300 offices in the United States.
* Dividend scale for 1961 increased 1 2 1/2% over 1960 .

Connecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD

Your fellow alumni
who are now CML representatives
Philip Gotlib

’53

Bangor, Me.

John McGillivaray

’40

Boston

Clifton E. George

’56

Boston, Mass

Alumni Nam es
C

o n g r a tu la tio n s .....

Carl M agnus ’15 was recently appointed a Council Director of

the Connecticut River Watershed Council, Inc., in Greenfield,
Mass.
Stewart F. O akes ’4 1 , and P reston W . H a ll ’5 4 were named
President and Vice President of the Hobbs Manufacturing Com
pany of Worcester, Massachusetts, in February. Mr. Oakes joined
Hobbs in 1948 and was previously Vice President and General
Manager of the firm. Mr. Hall, who has been with Hobbs since
1954, was promoted from Factory Manager to succeed Mr. Oakes.
R uth E. A llen ’4 4 was recently given a Certificate of Apprecia
tion from the Department of the Army for her outstanding con

I n

T h e

N ew s . . .

Several farm organizations elected officers during the 54th annual
Farm and Home Week at the University, April 3 to 6. Alumni
elected to offices were:
Maine Extension Association: Secretary, R ichard C. D o llo ff ’2 7 ,
Orono; Treasurer, Stanley H . B lanchard ’3 4 , Cumberland Cen
ter; Trustee, Oscar T . T urner ’2 9 , Livermore.
Outstanding Farmer and Homemaker Group: Chief Farmer, J o h n
M cK een ’5 0 , West Paris; Secretary, G eorge E. Lord ’2 4 , Orono.
Maine Cooperative Council: Vice President, R aym on N. A ther
ton ’18, Orono; Secretary-Treasurer, D r. W in ston E. P u lle n ’4 1 ,
Orono; Trustees, P h ilip B . T urn er ’4 8 , Caribou; and S m ith C.
M cln tire ’3 2 , Perham.
Maine Guernsey Breeders Association: President, M alcolm R o b 
erts ’4 0 , Alfred; Vice President, W en d ell B ub ar ’5 0 , St. Albans;
Director to Maine Livestock Breeders Association, G erald P ickard
’5 0 , Hermon.
Maine Holstein-Friesian Breeders Association: Vice President,
W illiam Jin k s ’4 9 , Bangor; Secretary-treasurer, Seavey P ip er
’1 1 , Troy.

Maine Jersey Breeders Association: Vice President, R ob ert D ow
’5 1 , Dover-Foxcroft; Secretary, Mrs. T h om as (R u th C orliss)
Splan ’43, Sherman Mills.
Named Outstanding Farmer during Farm and Home Week was
Owen H. Sm ith ’41, of Presque Isle. Mr. Smith was recognized
“for his many contributions to agriculture and time given to
leadership roles in the community, county, and state.”
James B ooth ’10L was given a certificate for the practice of
law for fifty years, by the St. Petersburg Bar (Florida) Association.
C lem ent A. L yon ’15 was recently honored at the New Hampshire
Hotel in Concord, N. H., on the occasion of his retirement from
State service as Director of the Division of Markets and Standard
in the New Hampshire State Department of Agriculture.
In the March issue of the Punahou School (Honolulu) Alumni
Bulletin, tribute was paid to former Maine President A rthur A.
H auck. The Bulletin said of Dr. Hauck’s recent visit to Honolulu:
V I P .. . . Punahou joined Honolulu in a gala welcome late last
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tribution to the initial planning of the QM Executive Dining
Room, the Tempo ABC Generals’ Dining Room, and Gregory
Hall in the G.S.I. Cafeteria in the Tempo B. Building, Washing
ton, D. C. Miss Allen is Manager of the G.S.I. Cafeteria.
Sharland L. L eavitt ’5 1 , has been appointed Manager of the
Sears, Roebuck and Co., store in Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr. Leavitt
was formerly Operating Assistant Manager of the Sears Store in
Bangor, Maine.
D on ald D . A n derson ’5 4 has been appointed Staff Engineer in
Component Engineering at the IBM FSD Space Guidance Center
in Owego, New York.

month to Dr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck who revisited the Islands
after an absence of twenty years. Dr. Hauck, President of Punahou
from 1922 to 1929, is Head of the International Student Federa
tion in Washington, D. C., and was in the Islands on East-West
Center business. He has been with the federation, an organization
which assists in the orientation of foreign students to the United
States, since his retirement as President of the University of
M aine.. . . The enthusiastic reception accorded the Haucks by the
alumni present (at a dinner in honor of the Haucks) left no
question about the warmth of the affection felt for him.”
D r. Mary E. S m ith ’4 6 , one of three women veterinarians in the

State of Maine, was recently the subject of a feature story in the
Portland Sunday Telegram.
P eter A. P a ttee ’5 4 , received the Doctor of Philosophy Degree

from Ohio State University in the Winter Quarter, March 17th
Commencement. Apologies to Frank H arrison ’5 2 , coach of
Lubec’s runner-up basketball team in the Eastern Maine High
School Medium School Tournament this winter. In listing alumni
coaches whose teams participated in tourney play this year, the
Alumnus inadvertently omitted his name last month.
The following persons represented the University at the functions
of other institutions as indicated:
R aym on d H . F o g ler ’15, inauguration of Chancellor, Hunter

College, New York City.
M rs. W alter T . (M a d elin e D a v is) J o h n sto n e ’3 8 , inaugura

tion of President of Judson College, Marion, Alabama.
T h o m a s J. D esm o n d ’33, inauguration of Chancellor of the

University of Chicago.
R oyal C. H ig g in s ’1 7 , inauguration of President of University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.
Mrs. D o n a ld H . (R o m a in e F. L ittle fie ld ) K u p fe r ’45, in

stallation of President of Tulane University.
i

Mrs. R oger K . (B e r y l W arn er) W illia m s ’3 5 , inauguration

of President of Howard University, Washington, D. C.
D od d E. R oberts ’5 1 , inauguration of President of Albion

College.
P ro fesso r H ild a F ife , inauguration of President of Hampton

Institute.
N orm an W . M osher ’4 3 , inauguration of President of George

Washington University, Washington, D. C.
THE MAINE ALUMNUS

M errill T ru st helps
E a ste rn M ain e to

m o ve a h e a d in
“H igh G e a r ”
From tim e to tim e, business and
industry that are moving ahead need
money for expansion, equipment or
other use. Whatever the size of your
com pany’s financial requirements,
discuss them with Merrill Trust, the
bank that’s proud of its part in Easttern Maine’s progress.

th e

T

r u s

M err
t C o m

il l
p a n y

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Serving Eastern Maine
BANGOR • BELFAST • BUCKSPORT • CALAIS * DEXTER • DOVER-FOXCROFT • EASTPORT
JONESPORT • MACHIAS * MILO • OLD TOWN • ORONO • SEARSPORT • WOODLAND

Local Associations
(Continued from Page 12)
S ou th ern K en n eb ec A lu m n i

Basketball Team

First Friday of each month
Worster House
Hallowell
Noon

Receives

A uburn-L ew iston A lu m n i

National Rating

Third Thursday of each month
Stephens House
Union and Court Streets, Auburn
Dinner—6 p.m.

MAINE RATED 7th NATIONALLY
Let your spirit
expand in this land
of magic charm...
Visit us. See our
archaeological sites;
enjoy Mexico’s
mild climate; relax
in the pleasant
atmosphere of this
land of friendship.

CANTINFLAS
invites you...

Maine’s 1960-61 basketball team was one
of the nation’s leaders in foul shooting,
according to final NCAA statistics.
The Black Bears finished 7th among the
country’s small colleges and 15th among
all colleges with a completion average of
74.2% (484 of 652). The average was tops
in New England collegiate circles, includ
ing both major and small colleges.
Skip Chappelle of Old Town, captainelect for the 1961-62 season, placed 21st
in the nation in the small college division
and was 28th among all colleges. His av
erage was 83.9% (167 of 199).
Among New England collegians, how
ever, Chappelle captured first place ahead
of Providence’s John Egan who finished
with 106 completions in 129 attempts for
an 82.2% average.
In hitting on 19 out of 19 free throws
against Massachusetts, Chappelle came up
with the best single game foul shooting
mark in New England for the entire sea
son. Jack Foley of Holy Cross had the
second best game, tallying 17 out of 21
against Dartmouth. A check of national
ratings showed that only one player in the
country had a better one-game average with
20 for 20.

New Local Alumni Officers
St. P etersb u rg A lu m n i

Oscar W. Mountfort '12, President;
Sidney H. Winchester ’11, Vice President;
Frank E. Fortier TO, Secretary.
M errym eetin g B ay A lu m n i

J. Franklkin Howe ’49, President;
Justin G. Mclntire ’48, Vice President;
Janet (Marston ’55) Bodwell, Secretary;
Carl B. Swanton '17, Treasurer.
B a ltim o re, M d. A lu m n i

Louis E. Cook ’58, President.
So. K en n eb ec A lu m n i

Norman A. Gosline ’57, President;
Howard L. Bowen ’24, Vice President;
Raymond M. Rideout ’50, SecretaryTreasurer.

Boston Alumni Association
ANNUAL SPRING FROLIC
( Dinner-Dance )
M .I.T . F acu lty C lub
F ifty M em orial D rive, C am b rid ge
May 2 0 , 1 9 6 1
F or in fo r m a tio n , co n ta ct:

RECENT TEAM RESULTS

Mr. G ene D ro let
4 G rand St.
R ea d in g , M ass.

V arsity B aseb all

Maine 6, Massachusetts 6 (tie)
“
1, Massachusetts 7
V arsity T rack

Maine 84, Boston College 51
F rosh T en n is

AIR FORCE GRANTS $17,100
FOR RESEARCH

Frosh 6, Portland HS 1
V arsity T en n is

Con su lt your
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THE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
i

The United States Air Force Office of
Scientific Research has awarded a threeyear grant of $17,100 to Dr. Edward F.
Carr, Assistant Professor of Physics.
The title of Dr. Carr’s research project
is “An Investigation of the Ordering of
Molecules in the Anisotropic Liquid Phase
of Liquid Crystals.”
Dr. Carr said “Some organic compounds
melt to form a cloudy liquid, and at higher
temperatures become a clear liquid. The
object of this investigation is to study the cloudy phase. Compounds that show this
cloudy phase between the solid and normal
liquid are called liquid crystals.”
Dr. Carr has received two previous grants
for research work in the same area.
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Rt. 202, Winthrop, Maine
Playground and Picnic Area—
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Telephone Winthrop—Essex 7-2244

Fully accredited boys’ college pre
paratory school. Grades 9-12, plus
post graduate year. Small classes,
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For illustrated catalog write Principal
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N otes from the Classes
NECROLOGY
FACULTY
GEORGE P. STEINBAUER. Dr. George P.
Steinbauer died in East Lansing, Michigan, in March
of 1961. A member of the faculty of the University
of Maine for more than 16 years, he resigned
in 1947 to accept an appointment at Michigan State
University. While at the University, he served as
a plant physiologist and seed analyst at the Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station and was a mem
ber of the teaching staff of the Department of
Botany. Dr. Steinbauer was graduated from the
University of Minnesota in 1925, and received his
master’s degree in 1927 and his Ph. D. degree in
1929, both from the University of Minnesota. Sur
vivors include his widow, a son, and two daughters.
1900
GEORGE OTIS HAMLIN. George O. Hamlin,
83, died in New York City on March 11, 1961.
Born in Milo, he lived in Orono during his early
life. He was a veteran of the Spanish-American
War. From 1902 until 1932 he served in various
capacities with the American Viscose Corporation
and was one of the most outstanding men in the
early rayon industry. Mr. Hamlin was a past presi
dent of the New York Alumni Association, a mem
ber of the University Endowment and Donations
Committee, and a charter member of the Univer
sity of Maine Foundation. After his retirement he
spent his summers in Boothbay Harbor, where he
was active in community affairs, serving as chair
man of the St. Andrew’s Hospital free bed fund
since its inception in 1938; he was a member of the
Republican Town Committee and the Fish and
Game Club. He sponsored the organization of the
Lincoln County Alumni Association and established
and endowed the Lincoln County Scholarship. Listed
as surviving is one brother—H. Edwin ’10 of San
Francisco. Mr. Hamlin was a member of Kappa
Sigma Fraternity.
JAMES BISSETT STEVENSON. Judge James
B. Stevenson, 94, died in Rumford on March 26,
1961. He was born in Dundee, Scotland, in 1867.
A graduate of the Law School, he practiced law in
Farmington until 1901 and in Rumford from 1901
to 1942. He served as Recorder of Rumford Falls
Municipal Court from 1903-1907, and Judge from
1919-1935, and as Auditor of the Town of Rumford
for 13 years. A son—James S. Stevenson ’26 of
Rumford survives. Ivan R. Pease ’24, La Romana,
Dominican Republic, is a nephew.
1909
DANIEL FRED KNOWLTON. Daniel F. Knowlton, 80, died in Lowell, Mass., on March 17, 1961.
A native of Lowell, he was a graduate of Worcester
Academy and attended the University as a special
student in technology. For 50 years he was a
traveling appraisal engineer and from 1943-1957
was employed by the Standard Appraisal Co. He
was a member of Ancient York Lodge AF & AM
of Lowell, and had recently been the recipient of
the 50-year service medal of the Masonic order.
Survivors include a son, two daughters, 10 grand
children, and four great-grandchildren. Mr. Knowlton was a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
1911
LEROY ALLEN FITCH. LeRoy A. Fitch, 71,
died in Sarasota, Florida, on March 20, 1961. For
many years he had been an engineer with Hollings
worth & Whitney Co. of Waterville. After his re
tirement in 1954 he and Mrs. Fitch had spent the
winters in Sarasota. He was a 32nd Degree Mason,
a past patron of the Martha Washington Chapter
of the Eastern Star, and a member of the IOOF.
Survivors include his widow, two daughters, and
two grandchildren. Mr. Fitch was a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity.
1912
HAROLD CLARK FAULKNER. Harold C.
Fulkner died in Bridgeport, Conn., on April 9,
1959. He had been employed as a consulting en
gineer with the Stewart Landry Machine Co. of
Springfield, Mass., and later with the Singer Manu
facturing Co. of Bridgeport. His widow survives.
Mr. Faulkner was a member of Sigma Nu Fraterni
ty.
G A Y EAMES HOLMES. Gay E. Holmes died in
Reading, Pa., on September 28, 1959. A native of
Belfast, he had been a dairy farmer in Waldo for
many years. Surviving are a daughter—Ruth
(Holmes ’37) Gray of Saco, a brother, six grand
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children—one is Richard H., currently a student at
the University of Maine in the Class of 1961, and
a nephew—Everett K. Adams ’32 of Reading, Pa.,
with whom he made his home at the time of his
death.
1915
WALTER HENRY ROGERS. Walter H. Rogers,
69, formerly of Bowdoinham, died in Plainfield,
N. J., on March 15, 1961. Mr. Rogers was a mem
ber of Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
1918
JAMES AUGUSTUS GALLAGHER. James A.
Gallagher, 69, died in Bangor on April 3, 1961. A
native of Bangor, he served for two years in the
U. S. Navy during W.W. I, and was a member of
the American Legion. A graduate of the College of
Law, he had been employed by the U. S. Govern
ment in numerous capacities and by the Office of
Price Control for several years. Surviving are his
widow, a daughter, a son, a brother—Thomas F.
’09 of Bangor, and seven grandchildren.
1919
ARMAND THEOPHONE GAUDREAU. Armand T. Gaudreau died in Westport, Conn., in
March 1961. A native of Brunswick, he received a
M.B.A. degree from New York University in 1927.
For 17 years he was employed by the Westinghouse
Electric and Mfg. Co., in Pittsburgh, Pa., where he
developed cost accounting procedures that were
placed in use throughout the organization’s 35
plants. He was co-author of a 400-page engineering
text, “ Plant Layout, Principles and Practices,”
published in 1951 and author of more than 50
articles on industrial engineering. At the time of
his death he was director of Gaudreau Associates
in Westport.
1921
MOSES CARR RICKER. The Alumni Office has
recently been informed of the death of Moses C.
Ricker of Bangor which occurred on April 18, 1949.
TERENCE CULLEN RYAN. Dr. Terence C.
Ryan died in Springfield, Mass., on July 6, 1956.
He attended the University for one year, then
transferred to Bowdoin, and was graduated from
Harvard Medical School. He is survived by his
widow, and two sons. Dr. Ryan was a member of
Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
1922
OSCAR LELAND PERRY. Oscar L. Perry died
in Bath, N. Y., in March, 1961. A native of Rock
land, he served in W.W. I in the U. S. Navy. He
had served as president and treasurer of the H. A.
Harmon Insurance Co. in Portland, and was a
member of the Cumberland County Board of In
dependent Insurance Agents. Surviving are two
sons—Malcolm F. ’50 of Falmouth, and Courtland
D. ’59 of Charlottesville, Va., a daughter, six grand
children and two aunts. Mr. Perry was a member
of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1925
GEORGE SAVAGE BROOKES. The Rev. George
S. Brookes, D.D., 82 died on March 22, 1961, at
Rockville, Conn. Born at Netherton, England, he
received his B.A. degree from the University, a B.D.
degree from Bangor Theological Seminary in 1926,
and his Ph.D. degree from Hartford Seminary in
1933. He served churches in the Ellsworth area
before leaving in 1926 to become the pastor of the
Union Congregational Church in Rockville, Conn.,
where he remained for 20 years and later became
pastor emeritus. While there he was active in Red
Cross and Scouting, and was a member of the
Masons, Knights of Phythias and Phythian Sisters.
He wrote two books: “Friend Anthony Benezet”
in 1937 and “Cascades and Courage” in 1956, the
latter a history of Vernon and Rockville, Conn. He
leaves his wife, three sons—two are the Rev. Ken
neth Brookes ’38 of Augusta and Leslie ’38 of
Manchester, Conn., two daughters, and nine grand
children.
LEONARD LAWRENCE POOLER. Leonard L.
Pooler, 59, died in Bangor on March 16, 1961. A
native of Bangor, he was graduated from Lowell
Tech after attending the University for one year.
Mr. Pooler was the former president of the Hillside
Cleaners Company and was a member of the board
at the time of his death. Surviving are his wife, six
daughters, two sons—one is Gregory E. ’58 of Ban
gor, four sisters, and five brothers.

1928
EBEN LEE TOWNSEND. E. Lee Townsend, 54,
of Winthrop, died at the Augusta General Hospital
on March 23, 1961. A native of Readfield, he had
lived in Winthrop for the past 20 years and was em
ployed at the Winthrop Woolen Mill. Surviving are
his widow, two sons—one is Linwood C., a student
at the University in the Class of 1964, his mother,
and four sisters—one is Marion A. ’35 of Readfield.
Mr. Townsend was a member of Phi Eta Kappa
Fraternity.
1932
PHLIP RADCLIFF YERXA. Philip R. Yerxa, 53,
died in South Portland on April 5, 1961. A native of
Searsport, he was active in track and a member of
the University Quartet while at the University. At
the time of his death he was president and treasurer
of Yerxa’s, Inc., garden supply firm and fuel oil
dealership. He was a Mason, a member of Long
fellow Chapter OES, and a former member of So.
Portland Lions Club. Survivors are his widow—
Eleanor (West ’33) of So. Portland; a son—Richard
J. ’58, also of So. Portland; two daughters—one is
Dorothy L., a student at the University of Maine
in the Class of 1963; a sister; and several nieces and
nephews. Frank P. Preti ’17 is a brother-in-law.
Mr. Yerxa was a member of Phi Eta Kappa Fra
ternity.
1947
PAUL JAMES NADEAU. Paul J. Nadeau, 35,
died on May 4, 1959. A native of Fort Kent, he
attended Ricker Junior College before entering the
University. He was a veteran of W.W. II, having
served in the U. S. Navy. His father survives.
1952
FRANCES BARR ALLAN. The Rev. Francis
B. Allan, 33, of Schenectady, N. Y., was killed on
April 6, 1961, when his single-engine plane crashed
near Summersville, West Virginia. His wife and two
children were also killed in the crash. A native of
Solon, the Rev. Allan graduated from the Bangor
Theological Seminary before receiving his degree
from the University. He served as a student pastor
in Solon, then served for a time in West Glens
Falls, N. Y. At the time of his death he was pas
tor of the State Street Presbyterian Church in
Schenectady, N. Y. In 1956 he was in Mayagues,
Puerto Rico, for a summer work project and in
1960 he and his family were in Alaska for the Con
ferences of Alaska Presbytery. He is survived by
his mother, two sisters, and two brothers.
KATHERINE SNOW NORTON. Mrs. Charles
W. Norton, Jr., 31, wife of Capt. Charles W. Nor
ton, Jr., of Fort Bragg, N. C., died on March 9,
1961, at West Point, N. Y., while on a skiing trip.
Born in Worcester, Mass., she had graduated from
Deering High School before entering the Univer
sity. Before her marriage she was a physics tech
nician at Brook Haven, Belleport, L. I., N. Y. Sur
viving, besides her husband, are a son and a daugh
ter, her parents, two sisters, and two brothers.
1960
GLENN DENIS MARTIN. Glenn D. Martin
was killed in a logging accident at Eagle Lake on
November 28, 1960. He had been employed in a
general store and in woods operations at Eagle
Lake. Survivors include his wife and two small
children. Janine Martin ’63 is a cousin.
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A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—202
1885— 1, 1889—1, 1890—3, 1893—1, 1894—2, 1895—
1, 1896—4, 1897-4, 1898—7, 1899—6, 1900—5,
1901—9, 1902—8, 1903—7, 1904—8, 1905—20, 1906
— 14, 1907—27, 1908—14, 1909—33, 1910—27.
1890

The Bangor-Brewer Lions Club gave a
mighty roar recently for Frederick G.
Quincy of Bangor who was 93 years of age on
February 13 and one of the oldest Lions in the
State.
George Gould has been at home in Bangor re-
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cently and not feeling his usual vigorous self.
We all wish him godspeed in his recovery.
1 8 9 7 William P. McCrillis of 215 11th Ave.
N.E., St. Petersburg, Fla., never misses
a meeting of our St. Petersburg monthly alumni
luncheons.

1899 William W. Haney of Tampa, Fla., and
Mrs. Haney always attend the St. Peters
burg, Fla., alumni luncheon meetings. He and
William McCrillis ’97 always sit together and have
much to chat about.
1901
We are happy to hear from Josep h E .
French of 266 Vermont St., West Roxbury, Mass., that he plans to be in Orono for the
60th Class Reunion in June. The 1901ers will be
planning an informal dinner at the Memorial Union
Building on Friday evening, June 9. Plan to join
your classmates, Fred Martin, Herbert Leonard,
and Tom Buck for this outstanding occasion.
60th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
1902

Noted in
U. of M. Student Hand
Book for 1903-1904 that A. E. Silver
held the U. of M. record for the half-mile run in
May of 1902, timed at 2 minutes, 9 2/5 seconds.
1903

M r. H a rv e y
Whitney
698 Minot Ave., Auburn
Recently received a card from Henry Haines of
Skowhegan. He had visited Myrtle Beach in South
Carolina and then spent several weeks in northern
Florida.
The Maine Society of Professional Engineers
recently honored classmate George L. Freeman
of Gray as “ the outstanding engineer in Maine.”
A citation was read to this effect at their Engi
neer’s Week Luncheon in Bangor in February.
1904

C. Fred Marsh of Dexter, a deputy
sheriff, retired on January 7 after 35
years of service, at the age of 81. He will continue
as Dexter’s health officer and plumbing inspector.
r. Horace A. Hilton
385 Union St., Bangor
First item; A Christmas card from Bob Rogers,
Box 70, Station A, Auburn, Calif. The first word
from him in a long long time. Appears to be well
and as happy as any of us.
Next: a long letter from Herman Mansur. He
has such a variety of addresses that I just can’t
pinpoint him. Augusta and Winthrop in Maine, a
winter place in Florida, a summer home at Lake
Cobosseconte. He retired from the picture business
in ’49 and turned it over to a son. He has another
son who is Director of Industrial Hygiene, Rich
mond, Va. Says, “we spent the last thirteen win
ters in Florida and decided to try one in Maine this
year and did we pick a humdinger.” Says he re
tired for a life of leisure, but is busier than ever
before. Sounds lively, healthy and happy. More
power to him.
My third item is one of sadness. Our old glamor
girl classmate, Mabel (Powell) McGinley died at
Newton, Mass , on March 5th. We didn’t have
many coeds way back in 1905 and “ Babe” Powell
was a standout. We shall miss her a lot.
That is the grist for this time. Now some more
of you drop me a line or two so I can have am
munition for some future column. It’s the only
way we can keep the breath of life in old 1905.

M

i

Mr. Henry W. Bearce
Hebron
I attended the University of Maine Alumni Lunch
eon in St. Petersburg on Feb. 11th and had a fine
time. We took Mr. and Mrs. Allen Knowles (1904)
with us and Allen met many old friends and one
classmate, John Hilliard.
Just received a letter from Dr. Frank L. Bailey,
17 Court S t , Plymouth, Mass. He reports that he
reached the 80th milestone on Feb 2nd and is still
practicing his profession. Good for him. Keep it
up, “ Bill” !
Pleased to hear that R. S. Sherman of 34 Wood
Rd , Cape Elizabeth, attended the March 1st
Alumni Meeting at University of Maine in Portland.
He was the oldest alumnus in attendance. Mr. Sher
man gave his U. of M Student Handbook for 19031904 to the Alumni Office for their historical files.
Some of the younger alumni were amused by the
freshman rules, the Philological Club, and time
table for local trains (there being no passenger
trains in Bangor these days).
A note from Guy Bennett indicates that he is
by now vacationing at St. Simon Island of Bruns
wick, Georgia—a wonderful place for a vacation.
The Bearces will be attending the final luncheon
of the season on April 1st at St. Petersburg.
We expect to get back to Maine about May 1st.
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1907

Mr.M
acDonald

spected and popular members. The faculty, alumni
27 Nelson Avenue, Wellsville, N. Y.and students of Northland College where he served
Caleb E. S. Burns, Box 751, Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii,
as instructor in mathematics, as registrar, as dean,
and wife, left home June 4 for a fishing trip to
and later as placement director, as well as the
God’s Lake and river in Manatoba, Can. They
townspeople of Ashland, Wis., where Northland is
flew to San Francisco and took the California
located, mourned his tragic death. He began his
Zepher to Chicago where they met Arnold Totman.
work at Northland in 1919. In 1949 the college
They had a delightful evening and dinner with
conferred on him the honorary degree of Doctor
them and the next morning flew to Flint, Mich.,
of Science. Henry Miner, on learning of John’s
where they picked up a car. From there they drove
death, wrote “It came as a great shock and I am
thru Canada to Winnipeg and flew in from there to
sincerely sorry. John and I were very near friends
God’s Lake. Had good fishing. They drove about
while at Maine and had many mutual, pleasant
5500 miles, mostly in Canada. Arrived home July
interests. “ Father” Hanscom was one of our group
28.
and as I now look back we had many common
interests.”
Lucius Barrows, 11 Waban St., Augusta, said
both he and wife were in good health. Had no
1909 Mr. Fred D. Knight
news but said if Mrs. Barrows felt up to it, they
9 Westmoreland Drive,
might take a trip South later.
W. Hartford 17, Conn.
J. F. Merrill, 318 N. 16th St., Manhattan, Kan.,
Herbert P. Bruce of 98 Willow Rd., Nahant,
says he is quite active for his age. He still likes
Mass., has been doing a lot of correspondence to
to go fishing as well as hunt fossils. He was ex
round up Sigma Nu’s for a gathering at Orono at
pecting to go to a Fish and Game feed soon to eat
the June 9-10-11 Reunion-Commencement Weekend.
buffalo, deer, and coon meat.
Ron Devine ’56 is the chapter advisor of Sigma Nu.
Lowell J. Reed, Milbrook Farm, Shelburne, N. H.,
Seems the Alumni Office has benefited greatly
says he and “ Mollie” are both well and enjoying
from many new addresses as a result of “Put”
life. “ Mollie” is very much interested in making
Bruce’s work!
dried flower arrangements. “Mouser” still keeps up
his interest in the population problem by doing con
1 9 1 0 Mr. George
Goodrich
sulting work. He has been chairman of meetings
14 Lason Ave., Portland
on this in New York for the past 20 years. He
Here’s a note from prexy Ernie Lamb:
goes to New York frequently for these meetings and
A lot of 1910ers are going to try to get back
not infrequently “ Mollie” goes with him, so they
for Commencement this coming June. We are
go sporting and take in a show or two.
arranging
to be all housed in one dormitory so
Richard F. Talbot, 12 Forest Ave., Orono, still
that we can all be together. We should all sit
works for the Maine Co-operative Breeders Associ
together at the Alumni Luncheon and also at the
ation. He says it is hard to realize the drop in the
Alumni Banquet. You will doubtless also want to
number of farms and cattle, but in spite of this,
be present at the Senior Alumni Meeting and at
milk production continues to rise.
tend many other most interesting events on the
Earl W. Philbrook, 20 Hillview Terrace, Littleton,
N. H., says his health is about the same as it has
campus. I am sure that one of our greatest joys
been for the past few years, but he can not com
will be getting together for some good old-fashioned
plain. He spent more time last summer and fal l
type bull sessions. “It’s always fair weather when
with his timberlands and enjoyed it. “The good
1910’ers get together.” We’ll be seeing you.
Lord willing, we hope to be in Florida another
You will be pleased to know that the 1910 Class
winter,” so he says. They had nine mornings that
Fund has given to a very charming co-ed in the
it was zero or colder, to 22 below.
Class of 1961 a scholarship for the spring semester.
J. K. Goodrich, 1311 Elm St., Wisconsin Rapids,
Name and amount are considered confidential by
Wis., writes that he spends most of his time now
your secretary.
down in his “ Putter Pit” where he has every thing
We have just been advised that our good old
to work with. Not able to make out from his
“ Miler” Frank E. Fortier of Dexter, Me., has re
letter if he went to Eastport last year, but if he is
cently
moved into his new home at 985 Melrose
going there this year, he make the trip so he can
Ave. South, St. Petersburg, Fla., that he attended
be at Commencement. There will be a dozen class
the
March
11, 1961, meeting of the St. Petersburg
mates to greet him.
Alumni, and expects to spend the summer here.
Arnold W. Totman, 224 S. Michigan Ave., Chica
I’m not sure whether “ here” means Maine or
go 4, Ill., took his annual trip thru New England as
Florida. How about a note ‘T om ” to clear this
far as Bar Harbor in October to admire the foliage.
or had you rather challenge me to a mile race at
Said he was not able to indulge much in his hobby
Orono next June.
of ice skating on account of the mild winter.
News is scarce and if I ask each one of you to
send me something I can report, will you do it? I
1908 Mr. James A. Gannett
expect to be back at Orono next June and sure
166 Main St., Orono
hope to see some of you there. This is all for now.
When Marian and I were in Cambridge, Mass.,
for the Levinson-Sato wedding we enjoyed talks
BY CLASSES
over the phone with Otis Means, Sally Trask, and
Phil Emery. As of that date in early February, Phil
1 9 1 1 Mr. Avery C. Hammond
and Rebecca were heading for Florida; Sally was
P. O. Box 200, 287 Ohio St., Bangor
busy compiling family genealogy records, Ditto's
50th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
favorite and absorbing hobby; and Otis, who vaca
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—29
tions in down-east Machias, expressed a desire to
We are coming nicely with arrangements for our
again visit the University campus.
great 50th Reunion, but as this will not be in print
The Phillips County News of Malta, Montana, of
until May any figures would be well out of date.
February 2 announced the sale of one of Malta’s
Changes are taking place so fast that it is hard
oldest firms when Hanscom and Just sold their
to keep up with them.
hardware and plumbing business. Quoting from the
Lewis W. Perkins of 32 Lafayette Avenue, Hingpaper, “ Both Hanscom and Just are long time resi
ham, Mass., was sworn in on March 1st as president
dents and business men of Malta. . . . Art Hanscom
of the Hingham Co-operative Bank. We have an
came to Malta in 1909 as an engineer with the U. S.
other bank president among us. Mr. Perkins has
Reclamation Service. The Dodson Dam was then
been a Director of the Bank since 1942 and was
being completed. . . . After severing his connection
formerly director and vice president of the Hingham
with the reclamation service he decided to make
Trust Company. He has served as Plymouth County
his home in Malta.” He served for four years in
Engineer since 1931. A native of Wells, Maine,
the city office as Clerk and City Engineer. He
he graduated from South Berwick Academy and
was a member of the school board for many years;
attended the University of Maine. He worked for
a Past Master of Malta Lodge, A. F. & A. M.
the Boston Elevated engineering department and
and a Past Worthy Patron of the Order of Eastern
later joined Walter G. Foster, town engineer. In
Star. The Hanscom and Just business was estab
1926 he opened his own office in Scituate and in
lished in 1924. Previous to that time Arthur was
1935 purchased the Foster Engineering Company.
a partner in the firm of Siegert and Hanscom, Hard
He has served his city in many ways.
ware and Plumbing. When asked about his future
Well! What do you say? We need everyone at
plans Arthur said he was going to enjoy home life
Maine for the 50th to show that we are still
and work in his garden, long his major hobby.
young and full of Pep.
Dan Chase was honored by the Board of Direc
tors of the Sportsmanship Brotherhood, Inc., who
1 9 1 2 Mr. William E. Schrumpf
84 College Ave., Orono
selected him to receive the John Perry Bowditch
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—28
Award for 1960 The award was in recognition of
Vice President June Kelley writes from Stockton,
his 35 years of service to the cause good sports
Calif, that she has recently been in Mexico City
manship and his interest in developing American
and has also visited in San Francisco and Los
youth through athletic games and physical fitness.
Angeles. She expects to be back in Maine the last
The award was made at the annual luncheon in
of April.
New York in late February.
Treasurer Frank “ Pete” Lancaster is home again
The death of John Kendrigan, announced in the
after a bout with major surgery at the Eastern
March Alumnus, takes one of 1908’s highly re
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o f h igh sch ool and 1 2 years o f col

Mr. Harold P. Adams
42 Boston Rock Rd., Melrose 76, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—35
Marion Buzzell, retired professor of Franch and
Spanish, and prominent member of the Class of
1914, was guest speaker at a recent meeting of the
Current Events Club at the Penobscot Country
Club in Orono. Miss Buzzell, always interested and
enthusiastic about the Romance languages, and the
cultures of the peoples, took the group on a thoughtprovoking and informative journey tracing the
peregrinations of the Acadians, erstwhile neighbors
of those in the northern reaches of Maine.
Harvey Pease of Wiscasset holds a National rec
ord. Harvey has held the position as Clerk of the
Maine House of Representatives continuously since
1933. A California clerk was first elected in 1923
but there was a break in his services during the
war years.
Charles A. Chase, who is spending the winter at
621 Bay Esplanade, Clearwater Beach, Florida, at
tended the March 11th meeting of the St. Petersburg
Maine Alumni meeting.
Don’t forget our 50th In June 1964. Howe Hall
Is In a receiving mood for your donations for this
most momentous event. His address is: 24 Crosby
St., Orono.

leg e for h im se lf and h is 15 c h il

1915

Maine General Hospital. Frank says he’s coming
along O. K. His address is Box 191, Bangor.
Charles (Doc) Cleaves wrote Frank Lancaster
not long ago that he, Doc, is now retired and is
working part time and doing odd jobs to keep out
of mischief. He says that both he and his charming
wife (Helen Worster) are in fine fettle.
-Lloyd Houghton and gladiolus are almost synony
mous. Lloyd, past president of the Maine Gladiolus
Society and present member at the exeecutive board
was recently one of the judges in the eastern state
operating trial gardens to select the 1961 AllAmerica Glads.

1912’s ROWE!
H ere’s the report on Charles W .
R ow e’s fam ily. H is fam ily has had
120 years o f grade sch ool, 6 0 years

dren.

H e says h e h a sn ’t accum u

lated

great

w ealth,

but

birthday

g ifts to 4 7 grandchildren and on e
great gran d child h elp
spare cash.

to u se his

Mr. R ow e’s address is

R oute 1, V assalboro, Me.

Luther Russell (address Kents Hill, Maine) sent
Arthur Deering a news item from the Bangor Daily
News dated February 17, 1909. The headlines are
“Maine Freshmen Held a Banquet. Maine fresh
men eluded the vigilant sophomores and feasted
in Hampden this morning.” The article states that
the freshmen did not get away unscathed, but they
did hold the banquet. Anyone remember the occa
sion?
Luther has a daughter slated to graduate from
Oberlin in 1962. He states, “The rest of the class
got several jumps ahead of me.”
President Arthur Deering is calling a 1912
breakfast meeting for Saturday morning on Alumni
Day, June 10. The exact time and place of this
purely’ social get-together will be announced. Even
though this is one year in advance of our 50th
Reunion, it would be nice for as many of our
classmates as possible to have breakfast together
and just visit.
Mr. Clifton E. Chandler
113 Highland St., Portland
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—42
Classmates:
Spring and the anticipation of good times ahead
at Commencement June 9, 10, and 11 is some
thing that adds zest to our outlook. Whether you
live in this grand old State or elsewhere I hope
you will make every effort to be on the campus
on the above dates. Remember 1963 is now but
two years away. You should come and see the
remarkable changes that have taken place and
get to know your way around before Reunion time
—your 50th.
Received a nice letter from William (Bill to you)
H. Merrill, 196 W. Schreyer Place, Columbus 14,
Ohio, with a savings bond subscription for the class
gift in ’63 and advises he hopes to be on hand at
the Reunion. Thanks, Bill, for your check and
your bond has been bought and in safe keeping.
Sorry to hear of the death of your Mother.
Andrew J. Beck ’13 (Law) of Presque Isle was
recently elected one of the directors-at-large at the
annual meeting of the Maine Publicity Bureau.
Congratulations, “Andy.”
O. W. Mountfort, 515 38th St. South, St. Peters
burg, Fla., writes he has attended all the meetings
this winter in St. Petersburg of the University of
Maine Alumni—four in all—and that “Mel” St.
Clair and “Slab” Savage are regular “standbys.”
"Monty”—appreciate the news and greetings from
the Illustrious Class of 1913—Remember ’63 the
year of our “spree.” (Monty is chairman of the
St. Pete U. of M. alumni group.)
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Mrs. Harold P. Adams
(Margaret Holyoke)
42 Boston Rock Rd., Melrose 76, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—32
A fine letter from Eugene W. Goodwin came
which we appreciated very much. Eugene was a
“special student” and left before the 1915 Com
mencement to supervise the installation of mechani
cal and electrical equipment in the then new Ban
gor Post Office. After a short period of work in
the West he returned to help build submarines at
Bridgeport, Conn. Shortly after he was able to
enter the Supervising Architects Office of the
Treasury Department in D. C. where he spent over
40 years with the exception of a period of enlist
ment in the Army. For about one hundred and
twenty-five years the organization has designed and
supervised the construction of post offices, hospitals,
power plants, Federal office buildings, Washington
National Airport, etc. At the end of 1958 Good
win resigned as Director of Mechanical and Elec
trical Engineering. Just before W.W. I Eugene
married Mary Dore of Brewer. They built their
home in Bethesda, Md., in which they now live.
They had a son and a daughter. The daughter com
pleted her doctorate at the University of Wisconsin,
is married, and has two children. Words are in
adequate to describe the two grand children!!
Thanks for a very interesting letter.
A note just arrived from Clem Lyon who writes
“ Another classmate has bit the dust of retirement.”
I go on the retirement rolls of the Department of
Agriculture of the State of New Hampshire April
1st. Clem is anticipating gardening, both flowers
and vegetables. We hope this will bring you much
enjoyment and good health.
Mrs. Evelyn W. Harmon
(Evelyn Winship)
Livermore Fallls
45th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—43
I seem to have enough news left over from the
April column, so I think I had better save my
other items until June.
At a recent meeting of the Farm Credit Board,
announcement was made of the retirement of
Myron C. Peabody, president of the Farm Credit
Banks of Springfield, Mass., on Sept. 30, 1960.
Elected to the position in 1952, he has served
jointly as president of the Federal Land Bank, the
Federal Intermediate Credit Bank, and the Springfield Bank of Cooperatives. Farm reared in Exeter,
he was graduated from the University of Maine
in 1916 with a degree in dairy husbandry. In June
1960 he returned to Maine to receive the honorary
Doctor of Laws degree. I received a very nice
note from Myron. He wrote that he is enjoying his
retirement very much. He is on a number of
boards, so he has a variety of interests to take up
his time. His daughter, Laura Broad, and her
husband were with him and his wife at Christmas.
Laura is teaching in Concord. Her husband is with
an investment company in Boston. They live in
Arlington. Laura received her Masters degree from
Harvard about a year ago.
In November Edward J. Conquest received a gift
of appreciation from the president of the Bangor
Automobile Dealers Association for his long and
devoted service to the organization. The gift was
presented one evening at the Bangor Auto Show.
I am very sorry to report the death very recently
of Franz U. Burkett of Portland. He was a former
speaker of the Maine House and the state’s at
torney general from 1937-41. He served in the
State Senate after three terms in the House. He

was a veteran of World War I, and was formerly
active in the American Legion.
I want to thank “Tom” (Thomas G.) Mangan
for providing the necessary cash which made it
possible to send Christmas cards to every member
of our class. I am also very grateful to Lewis
Kriger and Myron Peabody for the checks which
they sent to help out with the stamps for my cor
respondence.
I recently wrote to “ Lew” (Lewis O.) Barrows
to find out about our Reunion next June. Quite a
number have written me already that they surely
planned to be there. Our class president wrote
to this effect: “The dates of June 9-10-11 next are a
‘must’ for the members of the Class of 1916, mark
ing the completion of 45 years as members of the
University of Maine Alumni. A Class letter will be
mailed soon giving more specific details—but—
mark down the dates and begin to make your
plans to come to Orono for this Reunion.”
1 9 17

Mrs. William
West
(Helen Danforth)
191-A Broadway, Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—52
Greetings to you all! A few interesting items have
come my way. Richard McKown and his wife
have been enjoying a trip to California, driving by
the southern route. I hope he will be kind enough
to give me the highlights of their trip.
Shep Hurd has been honored by the National
Sporting Goods Association of America: he has
been named New England Director. Shep is Presi
dent of the Dakin Company, in Bangor. He at
tended their 32nd annual convention in Chicago.
While in Chicago, he had lunch with Bill Nash, and
Bill is looking forward to our reunion in 1962.
John Pomeroy, vice president of Dragon Cement
Co., Rockland Division, was presented an Indus
trial Achievement Award for 1960, by the Maine
State Chamber of Commerce.
Don Clark, of Belfast, who has recently retired
from active business in the real estate field, has
been spending the winter in Tucson, Arizona. His
son, Don, Jr., ’46, and his wife, Mary Esther (Treat
’44), reside there.
An interesting article, predicting a most prosper
ous year in housing, and written by John Magee,
appeared recently in our Bangor newspaper. John
is Director, for Maine, of the Federal Housing Ad
ministration.
A most interesting article, published in the Port
land, Maine, newspaper, tells of the Achievements
of Alton H. Benson, Jr., and his wife. Their farm,
Kay-Ben Farm, in Gorham, Maine, is noted for its
registeredd Holsteins, soil conservation, and forage
program. Mrs. Benson, in addition to being home
maker and mother of six, is an active partner in
the farm management, serving as farm bookkeeper,
and helping in other ways, as needed. Mr. Benson
is the son of Alton H. Benson, of the class of 1917.
A note from Ed Dempsey, received only a day
too late to be mentioned last month, asked me to
call to your attention our big Reunion in 1962.
Ed says that he and Joe McCusker are planning
great things for us. Once again I ask you all to
let us know what you would like to have us plan
for our week-end a year from this June.
Mr. Francis Head
208 Essex St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—57
I have it from three sources that George Cheney
and Mrs. will be at 801 S. E. Seventh St., Pompano
Beach, Fla., by the time this is printed, retired
from Du Pont.
Ernest J. Turner had Thanksgiving dinner with
him. “ Skinny” will retire this summer after 40
years with Hercules Powder Co. Grandchildren
ages from one to seven years will keep them in
Wilmington, Del., but expect to travel to Florida,
and here for fall foliage. 1506 Woodsdale Road,
Wilmington 3, Del.
Voyle E. (Red) Abbott is reported as looking
fine and attending meetings of the Su Petersburg,
Fla. alumni.
Please find some of these Lost Alumni: Donald
Foster, Mrs. Charles P. Fowles (Marjorie E. B urr),
James C. Foyer, Lee M. Friedman, Per S. Fung,
Abraham F. Goldbeck, Frederick T. Graves, Jean
M. Hagerty, Frederick B. Haines (last seen in
Kansas City), Herbert L. Harper, Evelyn M. Harvey, and John W. Hassler.
See you in June.
1 9 1 9

Mrs. James H. Freeland
(Polly Mansur)
120 Grove St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—47
Alfred C. Sturgis, Auburn, plans to retire some
time this year. He recently took a trip to the
Grand Canyon and visited places of interest in the
South, but was glad to get back to the State of
Maine. He has seven children and thirty grand-
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children. His chief hobby is gardening and he has
about an acre of berries and vegetables.
Clara (Haskell) Foss, Eliot, is a retired teacher.
She taught Latin, French, Spanish, and English at
various high schools. She also was a 4-H Club
leader in Eliot for many years and is a former
granger. She is a member of the First Congrega
tional Church and secretary of its Ladies Circle.
She is also treasurer of the Eliot Garden Club and
president of the Melody Club. Her hobbies include
braiding rugs, knitting, sewing, playing the piano,
and collecting recipes. She is very interested in
music, drama, and traveling.
Edwin W. Adams, Auburn, is vice president of
the Auburn Savings Bank, president of the Auburn
Public Library, a member of the executive and
finance committee of Bates College. (He was
graduated from Bates in 1919 after transferring
from the U. of M.) Last summer he spent a month
in the West visiting Bryce, Zion, and Grand Can
yons, Yellowstone Park, San Antonio, Salt Lake
City, and other places of interest. His chief hobby
is gardening.
Ralph Wilkins was listed among the honor guests
who attended the annual U. of M. Pulp and Paper
Alumni Luncheon at the Biltmore Hotel, New York,
recently.
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Miss Eleanor Jackson, C.L.U.
202 Samuel Appleton Building
110 Milk St., Boston 9, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—52
Henry Butler’s three children and their spouses
are all alums. He hopes his seven grandchildren
show equally good judgement.
Danny Boone Buzzell was elected Potentate of
Anah Temple (eastern Maine) on Jan. 13. He has
been appointed to the Imperial Council Session in
Miami, Fla.
Lloyd Douglas writes, ‘‘Have been with A. T. & T.
Co., nearly 41 years and will retire in May, 1962.
These 41 years have brought us two sons, one
grandchild, and one more expected this month.
Of course the grandchildren are the most important
things to us now. We have done some traveling in
the last five years. Virgin Islands, Florida, Nova
Scotia, and expect to do more after 1962 arrives.
We’ll probably stay at our present address as long
as we can pay taxes and upkeep, and roam about
from here. Here’s hoping to be around for our
45th.”
Phil Libby, Carlsbad, Cal., wrote his cousin,
Marion (Emery) Cole, ’17, after Christmas: “We
are sure having a ball since 1 retired, but nothing
goes quite as planned. We got in the first trip to
Oregon in the fall, O. K. I’d always wanted to be
there in late Sept, or O c t, but had to return to
school. We had a great trip but the Oregon coast
is too cold and rainy in the fall for us. Then we
dilly dallied along until too late to make reserva
tions for Christmas in Mexico, but got so interested
in short trips to the near-by desert, we’ve never had
a spare moment. Don’t get anything done at home
and time just flies. Expect to go down to Mazatlan,
in Mexico for their Fiesta about February 19th, if
we don’t get too fouled up with other things. Our
kids are fine and have good jobs and fine families.
They both live about 90 miles away; just an easy
drive, but too far for baby sitting.”
A news release in September gives an interesting
and detailed description of Prof. Harry Watson’s
work in testing equipment for fire prevention. This
program is of direct benefit to Maine citizens.
Prof. Watson is often called to court as an expert
witness in this field. He is on the oil burnermen’s
licensing board and says, “Maine was a leader in
setting up these fire-safety programs, and the state
has a good record of public safety as a result.”
1 9 2 1 Mrs. Charles McDonald
(Dorothy Smith)
R F D. 2 Box 516, Carmel
40th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—59
I am sure all of you join me in extending our
sympathy to George Froberger on the recent death
of his wife, to Edith (Deer ng) Hughey on the
death of her husband, J. Millard Hughey ’19 in
January; and to Carol (Hamm) Brown on the
death of her husband in February.
Esther (Trainer) Toole is working on our list
of “lost” and will soon have a report. In the
meantime a few have been located and are being
contacted. A complete report will be made at
reunion and published in the Alumnus in June or
September.
Replies coming in indicate a good attendance
at reunion. Be sure you are among the fortunate
ones.
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Mr. Leslie
Hutchins
30 Alban Rd., Waban 68, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—67
I am grateful for the number of letters and
cards which are coming to me from the various
members of our Class. This indicates to me as
your class secretary, the need for a constant re
minder to you all for news about you and your
families or that of other members of our Class.
It does not necessarily have to be “newspaper
news”—just a few words to help the “old boy”
get your column out.
Thanks to Jerome B. Gantnier for a most
interesting letter of his activities and about his
family. Jerome has now retired from farming at
Benedicta, Maine, and expects to take things easy
from now on. Tell me, Jerome, was that voice
mentioned in your Prism write-up something which
you have retained? To me, it always indicates a
happy spirit. Jerome has four children and four
teen grandchildren. I’ll be looking for you,
Jerome, in 1962 I hope. Thanks for your letter
and let’s hear more from you.
Many of our class members seem to get around—
I received a nice card from Henry Carey who has
been visiting our friend Tom Mangan ’16. Thanks,
Henry, for your beautiful card—and I hope you
didn’t catch “ Montezuma’s Revenge” while visit
ing in Mexico with Tom.
You will all remember Sumner P. Hopkins.
Hoppy and his wife are visiting in France, Spain,
and Scotland. When I see him, I shall ask for
more details on that trip, especially to Scotland.
This news item was from our helpers at the
Alumni Office—keep these items coming.
From the Alumni Office is a news item written
by Mr. Arthur Hawkins, Farm Editor for one of
the Houlton papers, in which he writes about the
most interesting subject, “How to Start Plants
under Light.” Charles Wesley Wood, our class
mate from Belfast, as head of vocational agriculture
department at Houlton High School, gives us
through Mr. Hawkins some tips on artificial light.
Space does not permit much coverage here, but
he states that seedlings from tomatoes and cab
bages, to tuberous begonias and English daisies,
have been grown by Charles Wood. This most
interesting information should be in the hands of
all who grow African violets etc. or start seedlings
prior to moving them out of doors. Charles rec
ommends a book on the subject, “Gardening In
doors Under Lights,” by Frederick H. and Jac
queline L. Kranz, published in 1957 by the Viking
Press, New York City. Thanks, Charles, so much
for this contribution to those of us who see very
few things “green or blooming” from October
until May.
Here in Newton, Massachusetts, the snow is
still on the ground, however the birds seem more
plentiful and it shouldn’t be long before “our
winter hibernation” is finished and warm air will
course through our lungs again. Thanks again to
all of you who help make this column possible.
EDITOR’S NOTE:
Mr. Hutchins, your class secretary, was so inter
ested in the newspaper report on Charles Wood
that he has offered to send photostat copies to
anyone who requests one from him. Space wasn’t
available for the complete reprinting in the class
column.
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Mrs. Borman E. Torrey
(Toni Gould)
9 Poplar St , Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—65
Robert C. Calderwood writes that he is superin
tendent of the Decatur District of the Central
Illinois Conference of the Methodist Church with
headquarters at 1442 West Wood St., Decatur.
The district has 113 churches so there is a great
deal of traveling and a variety of duties, mostly
to do with administration and supervision. Bob
and Mrs. Calderwood have a married daughter,
Mary Helen, who lives only 45 miles away so that
they can thoroughly enjoy her five “ all normally
active” children.
Again we extend congratulations to Ted Curtis
for superior accomplishments during his 37 years
as Varsity Ski Coach at the University. Ted is
retiring from active coaching, but will remain in
his present position as faculty manager of athletics.
He was recently honored at the Annual Winter
Sports banquet. And he was also recently ap
pointed associate member of the Orono Planning
Board.
Grace Hillman Kealiher (Mrs. Clyde B.) was

among the judges of this year’s D.A.R. Essay Con
test, which had for its subject “Historic Water
ways of Maine.” Ninety-one essays were submitted
from the Bangor schools and Grace also made the
six awards at a recent presentation. She and
her husband reside at 73 Court St. and besides her
teaching, she is active in clubs and various organi
zations.
William H. Jordan, a Cape Elizabeth market
gardener, was pictured in the newspapers recently,
studying water absorption of different kinds of
soil. He is president of the Maine Vegetable Grow
ers Association.
George A. Vose, was re-elected vice president of
the Eastern Trust & Banking Co. at the 74th an
nual meeting held recently in Bangor. His resi
dence is at 15 Wingate Court. He is also active in
many civic affairs.
Our Class Treasurer, and the University’s busi
ness manager, Henry Doten, was elected Secretary
of the Eastern Maine Chapter of the Maine Soci
ety of Professional Engineers when the organiza
tion met on the campus in February.
Mrs.
Little
(Beatrice Johnson)
Little Haven, R.F.D. 1, Ellsworth
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—88
Dear Classmates:
Guy E. Griffin of Chappaqua, N. Y., is deputy
commissioner in charge of the Westchester County
Division of Sewers. He was recently elected to
the presidency of the N. Y. Water Pollution Con
trol Association. Guy also contributed consider
ably to a recently published manual of instructions
for operations of water pollution control plants.
This publication was issued by the N. Y. State
Health Department.
Howard Bowen of Hallowell recently participated
in the mid-winter Parent-Teachers Board Meeting
in Augusta. He is national chairman of rural ser
vice in that organization.
Jennie (Sherwood) MacGlinchey, a teacher in the
Greenbush School at Milford, is retiring in June
after thirteen years in that position.
Clayton P. Osgood, Chief of the Division of
Inspection of the Maine Dept, of Agriculture, re
cently addressed the Women’s Legislative Council
of Maine, speaking on food inspection. Clayton
also holds the position of state sealer of weights
and measures.
Thomas J. Carlin’s address is P.O. Box 151,
Kenogami P.O. Quebec, Canada.
Paul J. Stella is a salesman for the Simplex
Time Recorder Co. in New Haven, Conn. He
resides at Longhill Road, Guilford, Conn. At
present he is president of the Southern Conn. U.
of M. Alumni Assoc.
In Trenton, Maine, we still have snow covered
fields (March 25th) and are eagerly anticipating a
more spring-like vista of sea and mountain.
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Mrs. William E. Schrumpf
(Mildred “ Brownie” Brown)
84 College Ave., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—79
Claude Tozier is vice president of the Keller
Chapter Pioneers, an organization affiliated with
the Telephone Pioneers of America. This Organiza
tion was founded nearly 50 years ago and today is
the largest employee organization of its kind.
Long service in the business, 21 years or more, is
the mark of eligibility for membership. Among
the objectives fostered by the organization is the
ideals of community service. Claude is general
traffic manager for the New England Telephone
and Telegraph Co. in Maine and lives in Portland.
Walter Littlefield, retired from the Brown Co.,
of Berlin, N H., has-been spending the winter at
Holmes Beach, Fla. He attended the St. Petersburg
Alumni gathering last month. Walter plans to
settlte in Marblehead, Mass.
Earle M. Hillman, of Bangor, a member of our
class for one year, and a graduate of Northeastern
University, Boston, has been president of the Maine
Senate during this legislative session. He is the
second of our classmates to hold this position.
“ Bob” Haskell was Senate president for two
terms, and served as Governor of the State when
Governor Muskie went to Washington, D. C., as
as Maine Senator.
Linwood “Zeke” Dwelley, ski coach at Edward
Little High, Auburn, has brought national fame
to Maine. Under his guidance, three different stu
dents have won national titles. Since “Z eke’ or
ganized the sport at E.L.H.S. in early 1930, his
team has won 13 state championships, and six
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New England championships for Edward Little.
Congratulations, “Z e k e f o r a job well done.
Frank Hussey of Presque Isle has been appoint
ed deputy commissioner for operations in the
United States Department of Agriculture, by
Pres. John F. Kennedy. Frank and Mrs. Hussey
are living at: 801 3rd St. S.W., Washington 24,
D. C.
Don’t forget the open House for 1925'ers on
Alumni Day, June 10, at the Union Building.

1926 Mrs. Trygve Heistad

(Shirley Roberts)
503 Riverside Dr., Augusta
35th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—61
The Maine Pomological Society elected Frank
McDonald of Monmouth as its president at a
meeting held in conjunction with the Pomological
Show in January.
Wilfred A. Beaudette of 234 State St., Augusta,
works for the State of Maine Bureau of Public
Improvements.
See you all in Orono for our gala 35th Reunion?
19277

Mrs- Edgar Bogan
(Sally Palmer)
32 Myrtle St., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—76
Col. and Mrs. R. E. Vermette (Anne Stinchfield) are leaving for Europe in May. They are
traveling by plane with a Florida group—and we
hope they have a wonderful trip.
At the annual meeting of the New England Coun
cil in Boston recently Henry Channing Waldo was
the recipient of the council’s award for his con
tribution to good forest management. Henry is
manager of the Woodland Dept, of the Franconia
Paper Corp. in Lincoln, N. H. He has practiced
good forest management on corporation owned
woodlands in New England’s three northern
states. In addition he has participated in state
and local affairs—served on the school board in
the town of Lincoln and represented the town
in the New Hampshire Constitutional Convention.
For many years he has been chairman of the
State Advisory Committee for American Forest
Products Industries, has served as president of
the White Mountains Region Association and of
the Northeastern Loggers Association. He has
recently served as chairman of the New Hamp
shire Timber Tax Study Committee which de
veloped recommendations generally adopted by
the New Hampshire General Court in 1955. He
has also been president of the New England
Lumberman’s Assoc, and is currently serving as
a member of the National Defense Executive
Reserve attached to the Forest Products Division,
Business and Defense services Administration,
Dept, of Commerce, Washington, D. C. Henry
Waldo is the third New Hampshire man to re
ceive the award. We think he is the second Univ.
of Maine man to do so. “ Al” Nutting was the
recipient about three years ago. Henry is married
to the former Mildred Maguire and they have a
son, William, who is project engineer for Standard
Packaging Co., Brewer. On graduating from the
University, Henry became forester for the former
Parker-Young Co. at Lincoln in 1927. Then for
ten years he was with the U. S. Forest Service in
the White Mountain region. From 1943-45 he
served as Chief of Pulpwood of the Office of
Price Administration in Washington. Returning
to Lincoln, he took over his present position, one
that had been previously held by Sherman Adams.
I am sorry to add that on Christmas Day he
suffered a heart attack at his home and although
he reports that it is not too severe he did expect
to remain in the hopsital for about a month. We
hope that he is quite recovered by now and we
do appreciate sharing this honor with him. We
feel it was a well deserved award and he has our
hearty congratulations. I have Al Nutting to thank
for calling this item to my attention.
1928

Mrs. William B. Ledger
(Emma Thompson)
75 Woodmont St., Portland 4
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—72
Fred Thompson and better half Jeanette are in
Florida for much needed rest. It is hoped by so
many he will soon regain his vim, vigor & vitality
and that Jeanette will shed a big cast from a
broken leg. May we ’28ers add our prayers for
two such wonderful people.
George Dudley and Thelma are somewhere in
Arizona in search of good hot dry sun to renew
their youth. The last I heard, Thelma was enjoy
ing a swimming pool. We ’28ers send our sincer
est sympathy to them—To George on the loss of
his mother in 'February and their loss of a son-inlaw in December.
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Clarence Flint is really up in the world. Titles
director of graphic arts and partner Charles T.
Main, Inc., Boston. He was a discussion leader
when 29 newspaper executives held a seminar at
the American Press Institute, Columbia University.
.
,
_
We—Ma, Pa, Jane & Bill—are leaving for Cali
fornia in June to attend son Bill’s wedding in
Sierra Madre on July 22. We are hoping to see
a lot of this great country we never hoped to see
thanks to a little trailer equipped with 4 bunks,
gas stove, gas refrigerator, gas lights, and gas
heater.
1929

Mrs. Matthew E. Highlands
(Ramona Poley)
111 Forest Ave., Orono
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Wanted to be sure and call your attention to
another daughter of a ’29er in the current fresh
man class at the U. of Maine. She is Mary Ellen
Holmes, daughter of Richard W. of Orono.
Write some news?
Mrs. Ernest J. Pero
(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Ave., Westborough, Mass.
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Dear Classmates:
Early in this session of Congress, U. S. Rep.
Clifford Mclntire introduced a bill to ease the
financial burden of a college education. We hope
it will pass. Cliff was picked to represent the
fourteen New England Republicans in the House
on the GOP Policy Committee which maps party
legislative strategy. He also was reappointed to
the Congressional Board of Visitors to the Federal
Merchant Marine Academy at King’s Point, New
York.
Two welcome letters have provided a bit more
personal news for this column.
Eunice (Barrows) Powell wrote from Kingsport,
Tenn., where she is now living. H er younger son
is a senior in high school and investigating col
leges for next year. She also has two grand
daughters. Her older son Bob is doing graduate
work in architecture at University of Penn. " It
was good to hear from her.
The other letter was from Muriel (Freeman)
Brockway '32 and contained news of Lillian and
Rosella Loveitt. Rosella is on the Advisory Coun
cil of the State of Maine Civil War Centennial
Commission. She is head of the Department of
Social Studies at South Portland High School and
has received post master’s credits from the Univ.
of R. I. and Western Illinois Univ. The credits
from the latter university were earned by work
done at the Washington-United Nations Seminar in
the summer of ’59.
Lillian has worked for the government in Wash
ington, D. C. for almost twenty years. Her
address is 3685 38th Street, N.W. Washington 16,
D. C.
Mrs. Rufus Jasper of Elliot is first vice president
of the Maine Congress of Parents and Teachers.
She has been active in P.T.A. work for twenty
years.
1931

Mrs. Sam Sezak
(Ethel Thomas)
4 Gilbert St., Orono
30th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
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HAVE YOU MADE YOUR PLANS FOR OUR
THIRTIETH? We hope to see you here then.
The following classmates have already written say
ing they hope to make it: Mai Devine, Red Farns
worth, Phil Evans, Polly and Dick Loring, John
Sturgis, Arvo Solander, Charlie Wakefield, Vic
Nickerson, Marion (Avery) Gilmore, Parker Cush
man, Phil Brockway, Jessie Fraser, Louise (Durgin) Hammons, Bill Wells, Ward Cleaves, Bob
Morse, Charlie Roberts, Lawrence Gray, Mabel
(Lancaster) Stewart, Ethel and Sam Sezak, and
more reporting each day.
Robert Prescott is with the U. S. Department of
Engineers in Anchorage, Alaska. His address is
1326 K St., Anchorage.
Willis Blanchard is a salesman at Freese’s De
partment Store in Bangor and resides at Willow
Street, Winterport.
Our vice president, “ Mickey” McGuire, has been
elected president of the Eastern Regional Associa
tion of Physical Plant Administrators of Universi
ties and Colleges. “Mickey” has been director of
plant and facilities at the University since 1946.
His election took place at the recent association’s
annual meeting in New York City.

Don Huston is manager of a credit bureau in
Dover, N. H., and resides at Dover Point, Dover,
N. H.
Ward Cleaves writes from 7600 Honeywell Lane,
Bethesda, Md., that he and Mrs. Cleaves are going
on a cruise to the Virgin Islands via Florida.
There he hopes to look up Larry Merrill and Nossef
Sawyer in Florida.
1932

Miss Angela Miniutti
55 Ashmont St., Portland
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Frank Battles and wife Arline have just estab
lished a real estate business in Wolfeboro, N. H.
Their address is 92 No. Main St.
Rev. Chester R. Cooper, spouse of our Marian
L. Davis, is the new minister of the Methodist
Church at Ipswich, Mass. The Coopers have three
children; Alan, the youngest, attends Worcester
Polytechnic Institute. Marian has been teaching.
Rev. Mr. Cooper, a graduate of B. U. School of
Theology, has served in Ludlow, West Springfield,
Chicopee, and Framingham.
Dr. Merle T. Hilborn, plant pathologist at the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, and a fel
low worker, Prof. Richard McCrum, have helped
prepare a booklet on the apple virus disease.
Smith C. Mclntire, Perham, was re-elected to the
executive committee of the Eastern States Farmers’
Exchange at its 43rd annual meeting held in Springfield, Mass., in March. Smith has been active in
state agricultural and community organizations. He
operates a 700 acre farm, with 112 acres in potatoes
and 40 in oats. He also has some poultry.
Ivan Sherman, Union, is chairman of the second
annual Blueberry Festival which will be held this
year on August 25 at Union Fair Grounds. The
festival will be part of the Union Fair’s week-long
salute to the Maine blueberry industry.
1933

Mrs. Robert E. Pendleton
(Betty Barrows)
Island Falls
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Dr. Samuel Bachrach, Worcester, Mass., was one
of the official delegates from Mass, to the con
ference of the aged and elderly at Washington,
D. C. According to a clipping from the Enterprise,
Concord, Mass., Dr. Bachrach has long been active
in the work of the problems of the aged and has
been instrumental in making Worcester one of the
outstanding cities in the nation in working for the
solution of this problem.
Donald Frazier of Bird and Son’s Chicago plant
has been appointed superintendent of the Norwood
Roofing Plant.
Those of you who read the Portland paper have
undoubtedly read many articles about Dielectric
Co. in Raymond. Dr. Charles Brown is president
of this company which started ten years ago. The
company has grown rapidly until now there is a
staff of sixty-five and employment is expected to be
one hundred and fifty by the end of the year. The
company produces radio frequency switch gears.
Burt Keene’s daughter, Susan, was crowned Win
ter Carnival Queen at U. of M.
James and Mary (Robinson) McClure have been
busy attending the basketball games I ’ll wager.
Their son Alan has been a star on the Bangor High
team.
Friends, if an answer came from the cards which
I have mailed to you, this column could be in
print for the next two issues. Many thanks.
1934

Mrs. Donald P. Corbett
(“Frankie” Dean)
R. 3, Waterville
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MILFORD EDITOR IS APPOINTED PUB
LISHER—James Edward DeCourcey, editor of the
Milford Citizen for 12 years has been named pub
lisher of the Newport Argus Champion, Newport,
N. H. Ed will assume his post in mid-January.
Our congratulations to you, Ed! We .are proud that
while you have been editor The Milford Citizen
has been honored with 60 state, regional and na
tional awards having been named the best weekly
in New England three times. In 1955, our class
mate was nominated by the Nieman Fellows at
Harvard for the Pulitzer prize for editorial writing.
Ed DeCourcy has been president of the New Eng
land Weekly Press Ass. and Pres, of the Con
necticut Editorial Ass. He now is vice Pres, of
the International Conf. of Weekly Editors and
is a former chairman of the Conn. Council on
Freedom of Information. He is a member of the
Deadline Club, the New York professional chapter
of Sigma Delta Chi, the Journalistic fraternity.
You surely have been busy, Ed—former Chamber
of Commerce director, past president of the Ply
mouth Men’s Club; he is chairman of the Milford
Foreign Affairs association and is a deacon of
the Church of Christ, Congregational, as well as
a director of the local Red Cross Chapter. Of
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course we can’t leave you out Alice (Dyer)! They
say the woman makes the man. Ed and Alice
have a daughter Jane, a junior at Pembroke col
lege, and a son Thomas, a junior in Milford High
School. Do let us know your address, when you
get settled in Newport, N. H.!
Larry Chatto and Marion have been doing some
wonderful big time fishing on the Gulf of Mexico
side of Florida. Happy you got so many fish, Larry;
how’s your tan?
We are glad to hear that Justin Smith, 25 Look
out Drive, Dayton 9, Ohio, is now sales manager
for the J. O. Ross Engineering Co., Mid-West
Fulton Division. This company is one of the larg
est manufacturers of steam and condensate systems
for the pulp and paper industry.
Joseph Massaro, M. D., 52 Park St., Manchester,
Conn.—the grad who remembered all of our names
at the last reunion (that really was great, Joe) is
a very busy doctor. The Hartford Times wrote him
up with a full page of story and pictures of one of
his “ grueling” days. Dr. Joe has been an officer in
the Conn. Academy of General Practice and in
order to be in good standing with this National
organization, a doctor must study medicine at least
150 hours every 3 years in approved courses. Dr.
Massaro is on the staff of the Manchester Memorial
Hospital and has a very large practice. Joe loves
gardening for a hobby. He is also an active busi
ness man, being Financial Vice Pres, and Director
of the Thomas J. Mahon Co., Inc., of Englewood,
N. J. This company markets drugs and products
used for treating diseases of the upper respiratory
tract. Keep your eye peeled for more about this
company. The Massaros have two daughters, 7 and
10; one son, 16, attends Manchester High School,
and one, 14, who is a student at Marianapolis in
Thompson. The end of 1960 found Joe attending
the American Medical Ass. Convention in Wash
ington, D. C. At that time he had an appointment
with Dr. John Eldridge Smith (Smitty ’34, a Lam
bda Chi) who is Assistant Administrator of the
Federal Aviation Agency, and lives at 6202 Greentree Road, Bethesda, Md. We’re glad to hear word
of you, too, Smitty.
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Mrs. John L. Norris, Jr.
(Frances Knight)
Lyndonviile, Vt.
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Dot (Sawyer) Shorey of Pittsfield has served
for the past two years as vice president of the
Somerset County University of Maine Alumni As
sociation.
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Mrs. Edwin P. Webster
(Phyllis Hamilton)
258 Norway Rd., Bangor
25th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
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This is the last opportunity that I will have to
urge you all to return June 9-10-11 for our 25th
Reunion. You will, of course, be hearing from
Chairman Don Huff and his committee. Don
should be full of ambition having just returned
from a vacation in Florida. Pres. Sealey is also
in the sunny south, and when he gets back the
committee will start planning in earnest. In fact,
by the time you read this you will probably have
received at least one letter from Don.
I just recently learned that Joe Mullen was
married in July of last year to Dorothy (Conant)
Babine of Arlington, Mass. Our belated congratu
lations, Joe.
Congratulations of another sort are due to Dr.
& Mrs. Clement Donahue (Gladys Colwell). They
have an addition to their family, a girl, born in
January. I’m not sure about the rest of the family,
but I believe they have three other children, the
oldest of whom is a freshman at Bowdoin. The
Donahues live in Caribou.
Mrs. Henry Little has recently been elected
secretary of the Junior League of Boston. Henry
and Janet have one daughter, Leslie, who is three
years old. Their address is Mt. Vernon St., Bea
con Hill.
Joseph Hurley is employed by the J. F. White
Construction Co. in Lawrence, Mass. He is mar
ried to the former 'Marion Morrison, and they
have four children, Joseph, Robert, James, and
Marion. He has announced his candidacy for
the board of assessors in Lawrence. His address
is 487 Lowell St. that city.
1937

Miss Alice R. Stewart
13 Chapel Rd., Orono
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Most exciting event of this spring in Orono
has been the State Class L championship and the
Boston Garden victory won by the Orono High
School basketball team, on which a key member
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was Bobby Woodbury, son of Harold ’36 and
Henny (Cliff) Woodbury.
An amusing item in a recent Portland Telegram
carried the pictures and a story about the two
Richard Berrys now serving in the Maine Legis
lature. Our Richard N., from Cape Elizabeth, re
ports that he has been getting calls from people
who want to argue about views expressed by
Portland’s Richard A. Berry. He says that he
really didn’t mind but pointed out that they
could save themselves embarrassment if they
watched that middle initial more carefully.
A letter from Marge (Mackinnon) DeWick
brings news of Avis (Lovejoy) Stanford. Avis,
recently widowed, is living in Wayne, Me. She is
running her husband’s poultry farm and, with
two other Wayne women, has a thriving little
business making Hilltopper bags. Her son, Donald
Gatti, and his family, are now at the University,
where Donald is a sophomore.
Henry Lowell reports a new position as general
sales manager of the Baldwin Lima Hamilton Co.,
42 Fourth Ave., Waltham, Mass. The Lowells are
moving to Waltham from Fairfield, Conn.
Among those elected to serve for a three-year
term on Bangor’s Salvation Army Advisory Board
at its annual meeting this spring was Norman
Carlisle. Norman is president of the GordonCarlisle Insurance Co. His address is 64 Leighton
St., Bangor.
1938

Mr. Robert L. Fuller
31 Andrews Ave., Falmouth Foreside
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Guess I ’ll have to resort to the newspapers and
the Alumni office for help this month. Did spend
a Sunday P.M. with Buzz Sherry recently in
Wellesley and also an overnight visit from the
Dwight Lords. Dwight had been to Orono and
Brunswick recruiting for his government agency.
Jim Stanley must make nearly as much noise in
Augusta as he does at our reunion—he sure seems
to be making news and headlines with much ac
tivity in the current Maine Legislature
Arthur and Betty (Bruce) Smith recently an
nounced the engagement of their daughter (Bettina) who is employed in the Art Dept, of Hall
mark cards, Kansas City, Mo. Wow, how we’re
aging!
Howard Goodwin seems to keep active around
Bangor. His latest efforts are in behalf of the
new St. Joseph Hospital. He is chairman of the
business and professional committee.
Only two more years to our 25th—how’s the
fund coming? You all should know if you’ve done
your part. Dune and Midge say they’re ready—
so give—it only hurts once! Their address: 166
Dickerman Rd., Newton Highlands 61, Mass.
The Maine fishing season is about to open and
Hagget doesn’t even have his last year’s record
catch back from the Taxidermist. Many of his
friends (?) are wondering who is telling who to
stuff it.
1 9 3 9 Mrs. Linwood R. Card
(Charlotte Hennessy)
41 True St., Portland
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Arthur Chick of Chick Brothers, Monmouth,
spoke at the Agricultural Extension agents’ con
ference at the University of Maine, Jan. 5, 1961,
on his recent trip to Russia. Art is married and
has one daughter. While on campus he called on
former professors and members of our class.
“ Herb” Leonard (if you are ever class secretary
you will thank him!) is currently faculty advisor
to the Senior Skull Society.
John W. and Priscilla (Thomas ’40) Perry live
at 164 Katahdin Road, Cape Elizabeth. John is
General Agent, National Life of Vermont, 905
Casco Bank Bldg., Portland.
Barbara (Whittredge) MacCasland is a psycholo
gist at Marcy State Hospital. Her husband is a
dentist there. Barbara’s home address is Box 100,
Marcy, N. Y.
According to the Kennebec Journal, Edward P.
Cyr, Senator in the 100th Maine Legislature, was
recently appointed co-chairman of the Welfare
Committee, which serves both houses. His home
address is P. O. Box 688, Madawaska.
From the same source, Ralph W. Farris, Jr. (my
first contributor!) a Senator in the 100th Maine
Legislature, was recently appointed chairman of
the Legal Affairs Committee, which serves both
houses. Ralph lives at 112 State St., Augusta.
Clayton Mersereau is venturing into politics,
competing for a position on the board of assessors
in Littleton, Mass. He is representative for Inter
national Harvester, Middlesex Implement Co., and
manages his orchard.

Milton S. Jellison has been appointed a trust
officer of the Eastern Trust and Banking Co.
Sheldon Howard’s present address is: 3435 River
side Drive, Beloit, Wis.
Just read a most interesting news article about
Helen Philbrook. Helen is a hostess-secretary to
Mrs. John Reed at the Blaine House, a position
she also held a few years ago with Mrs. Burton
Cross. This position involves people, food, paper
work, and a knowledge of protocol. It is a job
Helen does with efficiency and enthusiasm.
Had a pleasant chat with Audrey (White) Beyer
recently. Her second book was being published
that day. It is a book of mystery and romance
for girls 12 years and up—The Sapphire Pendant.
Audrey’s first book published two years ago by
Knopf is a book for boys 8-12 years—Capture at
Sea. Audrey’s husband, Walter, is chairman of
the mathematics department at Milton Academy,
Milton, Mass. Their two sons, Bill, 17 (and 6'
2 1/2" tall!) and Ned, 14, are very interested in
sports. Both of the boys pitch. I’m sure we all
wish Audrey luck on her books already pub
lished—and for many more to come. (See Book
Review elsewhere in this issue of the Alumnus.)
Herbert “Spike” Leonard has served ably as
chairman of the Annual Farm and Home Week
Program at the University for the past nine years.
The record registered attendance for 1961, from
April 3-6 was 3,306, and many who visit the
campus do not register for it is voluntary.
1940

Mrs. Edward
Brann
(Anne (Perry)
Box 78, Hampden Highlands
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Harold D. Higgins is now retired from the
Army and is a student at the University of Con
necticut. His address is R.R. 2, Box 255, Storrs,
Conn.
Camilla (Doak) Hurford is at 314 Willow Rd.,
Savannah, Ga. Her brother, Carleton ’39 of 8
Lincoln St., Hallowell, tells us she’s a housewife
for her Air Force Officer husband, Bob.
Mrs. Constance P. Leger
(Connie Philbrook)
Philbrook Farm Inn, Shelburne, N. H.
20th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
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Late again with this column—busy getting ready
for our Reunion! I sure hope to see oodles of you
in Orono in June.
Lawrence Kelley, for the past two years man
ager of merchant sales in the Fine Paper Division
of International Paper Co., has been transferred
to the staff of the Executive V.P.
Robert Carlisle has been elected a V.P. of the
Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth.
Alice Smith will be teaching the first grade in
East Hampton, Conn. She has been taking special
courses at Willimantic State Teachers College.
Dr. Corinne (Comstock) Weston has been pro
moted to full professor at the U. of Houston,
Texas. She received her Ph.D. degree from Co
lumbia U., in June of 1951. Address—7317 Staf
fordshire, Houston 25, Texas.
Frances (Home) Miliner is teaching 4th grade
in Alton, N. H.—taking the place of Isabelle
(Crosby) Shipman. The Shipmans live in Wolfeboro where Wayne teaches, and the Miliners’ ad
dress is Box 456, Wolfeboro, N. H.
Comdr John Hoctor has been ordered to active
duty to take charge of Naval Reserve recruiting
in Bangor and eastern Me. Anyone interested?
Hilda (Rowe) Marvin has been busy skiing this
winter and on the slopes she has seen Anna (Verrill) and Bill Chandler, Earle Ingalls (now mer
chandise manager for Porteous Mitchell in Port
land), Winnie (Warren) and Steve Kierstead, Dr.
Gloria Minuitti, and Homer (Woody) Woodward.
She says that we will all be meeting at the Tarratine Club in Bangor on Fri., June 9. Hilda has
just been named to the board of directors of
the Good Samaritan Home Assoc.
Mike Cohen was elected chairman of the Bangor
School Board—were you one of the reasons why
Bangor finally voted to build a new High School,
Mike?
George Ellis has been appointed president of
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.
Robert Irvine, Cedar Crest Road, Bellows Falls,
Vt., is principal, Central Elementary School, Bel
lows Falls.
Maddy (Smart) and Wally Beardsell never did
go on that vacation to the Virgin Islands instead
they were transferred to California. Address
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16315 Akron St., Pacific Palisades. Reunion won’t
be quite the same without her there.
Dwight Brown, a Senator of the 100th Maine
Legislature, was recently appointed chairman of
the Business Legislation Comm, which serves both
Houses. His home address is 75 Birch Ave., Ells
worth.
Moffat Gardner has been promoted to the rank
of Major. He is director of administration at Fort
Niagara, N. Y.
Helen (Wormwood) Pierce and her family spent
a weekend with us a while ago, which was fun.
They are still living in Wayland, Mass., even
though Len is president of the Brown Co. and
spends a good bit of time up here.
After finding out that the asterisk in front of
Mary (Parkhurst) Lancaster’s name was a mis
print, I had quite a chuckle thinking of what fun
it would be to read letters from people who taught
that you had gone to the Great Beyond. Have
you two recovered from the shock, Lanky? I do
hope th at you will be at Reunion, so -that we can
hear all about it.
1942

Mrs. Gilbert Y. Taverner
(Bette (Barker Kilpatrick)
80 Vernon St., Brookline 46, Mass.
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Whenever Spring rolls around again that silly
little doggerel always pops into my mind, “Spring
is sprung, the grass is riz, I wonder where the
flowers is?” The lovely Maine campus in Maytune also pops into my mind—nearly twenty years
back now when we graduated—that date was
earlier for us, too, remember?—May 25 as I re
call. Are you already looking ahead to 1962 and
planning your vacation (if need be) so that you
can get to Orono for our 20th Reunion? It
should be a gala occasion and one you won’t want
to miss!!!
One of the class who responded to the admoni
tion, “Go West, young man,” is Paul Ehrenfried
who is living at 1051 Yorktown Dr., Sunnyvale,
Calif. Family consists of wife, Gloria, and two
sons, David 4 and Stephen 1. Paul indicates they
all hope to be in Maine this June. Wish it could
be 1962, Paul!
Ralph Springer with wife, Jennie and three
children, lives at 1335 Oakhill Ave., Fairham,
Ohio. Ralph is a Lt. C ol.. with the U.S. Air
Force at Wright Patterson A.F.B. He has earned
a master’s degree and has 12 hours on a Ph.D.
His parting comment is “miss good old New Eng
land.”
Oak Ridge, Ten., is the home of Irwin Higgins
these days at 102 Euclid Circle. He is president
of Chemical Separations Corp., has three daugh
ters—14, 9, and 3, and lists the Baptist Church
andd Chamber of Commerce as community activi
ties.
Back to California again(!) to report that Jim
McEdwards is living at 6306 Tampa Ave., Reseda,
Calif, with wife Alice (an Alabama gal) and three
children Bruce, 16, Donald, 15, and Jennifer, 12.
Jim is with Atomics International at Canoga Park
doing very interesting and responsible work in
nuclear development (he describes it in detail
that I cannot include for lack of space!). He has
also lived in' Vermont and Massachusetts since
1942 and has been active in a wide variety of
community activities during these years. Mrs. M.
has an M.A. in English and is teaching at a new
college nearby, San Fernando Valley State College.
She was one of the first to be graduated from that
college with Magna Cum Laude attached!
Briggs Chandler writes that he is a restaurant
owner in So. Paris. He doesn’t mention the name
of the restaurant, so you’ll just have to inquire
when you get to town so you can patronize it!
Briggs is married to the former Anna Dunne, and
has a daughter Linda, 13, and a son Thomas, 9.
Briggs has been very active in a variety of com
munity activities.
The Class Newsletter has brought results to the
extent of eight letters from you-all. These are most
interesting and will be in print next month. Mean
while, where are the rest of you??? We’d really
like to hear from you, you know.
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Mrs. Donald V. Taverner
(Olive Rowell)
9 Chapel Rd., Orono
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Hi, everybody! I trust you’re welcoming spring
as warmly as we are here in Maine. Spring has
brought plans of new ventures to several of our
classmates.
Mary Parkhurst Lancaster is very much a live,
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active member of our ’43 ranks. Inadvertently she
was listed as deceased and in another class in
the previous issues of the Alumnus, but we’re
happy to claim you amid your classmates, Mary,
here in the ’43 news. Lanky ’41 is a Lt. Col. in
the U.S.A.F. and they are at Qtrs. 212A, McCoy
AFB, Florida.
George Bearce, Jr., assistant professor of history
and government at Bowdoin College, has been
awarded a Fulbright Grant to lecture in India
next year. He will be at Osmania University in
Hyderabad, one of the largest universities in that
country.
David Caldwell is a candidate for the newly
formed planning board of Byfield, Mass. He is a
member of the Byfield Parish Congregational
Church, and has been active on committees for
Scouting and the Boys’ Baseball League. For the
past 15 years, Dave has been associated with
various firms in the construction field.
In the Portland Sunday Telegram we noticed an
excellent picture of Clement Dunning of North
Yarmouth. He is on the planning committee for
the annual convention of the New England Associ
ation of County Agricultural Agents to be held in
June.
James Dow has been appointed chief of air
traffic control and navigation of the Bureau of
Research and Development of the Federal Avia
tion Agency.
Herschel and Beth Abbott live on Montague
Road, Leverett, Mass. Herschel is assistant pro
fessor of forestry at the University of Massachu
setts, while Beth substitutes in the Amherst Public
Schools.
Best of luck to all of you in your ventures new
and old!
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Mrs. E v e rtt P . Ingalls, Jr.
(Joyce R. Iveney)
27 Summit St., Woodland
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Ruth E. Allen, 2301 Cathedral Ave., N.W.,
Apt. 112, Washington 8, D. C., writes that she
has been working with Government Services, Inc.
since 1945 and has been a cafeteria manager since
1950. G.S.I. operates cafeterias in 40 government
buildings in the D. C. area. She received a cer
tificate for patriotic civilian service to the Dept,
of the Army awarded to her by Major General
McNamara.
Roy E. ’50 and Katherine (Rice ’44) Joyce have
for an address: American Red Cross, U.S.A. Cen
tral Depot, APO 256, New York, N. Y. .She
wrote “ We live in the heart of the Chattan Coun
try in France. Roy is Red Cross Field Director
serving in Chinon. This will be our fourth year
in France. We have two boys—Kerry, 14, and
Mark, 10.”
Paul and Pauline (Berce) Eastman live at 44
Academy St., Hallowell. Paul is chief, Div. of
Plant Industry, Dept, of Agriculture, Augusta.
Their children are James Wilson, 5, and Ellen
Jean, 2.
Priscilla (Hopkins) Parsons has moved from
Paris, France, and mail goes now in care of Lt.
Marcus Parsons, Army War College, Carlisle Bar
racks, Pa.
Miles Freeman’s address is Grasshopper Lane,
Ogunquit, Maine. He is a medical technologist in
X-Ray.
Mr. & Mrs. J. E. Colcord (Hazel Calbert) have
just returned from a year’s advanced study in
Photogrammetry and Geodesy at Ohio State U.
and a trip to London to attend the 9th Congress
of the International Society for Photogrammetry.
Address: 5116 45th Ave., N.E., Seattle 5, Washing
ton.
A few classmates who are not Alumnus readers
have responded to my letters and I wish to thank
you very much,
It was great to hear from Guilo J. Barbero, 502
W. Front, Media, Pa. Guilo is a physician, has a
wife and four children, continues to be a scholar
and student in medical research. His hobbies in
clude music and the family had a trip to Colorado
last summer.
Paul Harthorn, Cordoba 652 Dept. 7-F, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, wrote an interesting letter about
his work in the reorganization of the Industrial
Development Bank of Argentina. His company
is the management consulting firm of Barrington
International. Paul maintains his home at 19
Hammond Rd., Falmouth Foreside.
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh T. Holland and children,
Honeham, Mass., will soon move to St. Louis
where Mr. Holland will be the division’s product

sales manager for paper chemicals of Monsanto.
Lawrence A. Graham of 24 East St., South
Hadley, is president of the Graham Manf. Co.,
Holyoke, and pres, and treas. of Shawmut Waxed
Paper Corp., Holliston, Mass.
Danforth E . West has been elected city plan
ning board head in Bangor.
Dr. Frank Gilley is pres, of the Penobscot
County Conservation Association, Inc.
Mrs. Carl Landry (Olive Bradbury) was promi
nent in the sessions of the State of Maine Ameri
can Assoc, of University Women in Jan.
Malcolm D. Hardy is pres, and treas. of M. D.
Hardy, Inc. He foresees constant and continued
growth in demand for metal buildings. Recent
projects include the Pilgrim Orthodox Presbyterian
Church and the Cities Service Fuel Mart.
Mrs. Frank W. Spencer
(Doris Emery)
24 Sunset Drive, Beverly, Mass.
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Our congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
'Pancoast (Marie Haines) on the birth of their
fourth daughter, Melissa Sue, on January 31 in
Indianapolis, Indiana. She weighed in at 6 lb. 12
oz. A wonderful family, Babs.
Ray A. Cook of Eastport has-accepted a position
as Chief of the' Bureau of Elementary Education
and Supervision and will be responsible for co
ordinating activities of elementary school special
ists in the State Department of Education. For
the past two years he has been superintendent of
the Eastport schools.
Frank W. Jewell was the Southern Penobscot
County Chairman for the Heart Fund Drive, this
being the third year that he has been a volunteer.
He is enrollment manager, northern district, As
sociated Hospital Service of Maine, and was for
merly employed by the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co. He is married and has four children.
Donald W. Robinson has recently been ap
pointed teacher of physics, chemistry, and allied
subjects in Yarmouth High School. Donald holds
B.S. and M.Ed. degrees from the University of
Maine, and an M.S. degree from the University
of Syracuse, and has studied summers at Ameri
can University and Cornell. This past year he has
been instructor on the daily Space Age Science
television program sponsored by the State Board
of Education. He and his four children reside
on Mayberry Lane, Yarmouth.
Lyle Littlefield of 8 Middle St., Orono, is an
instructor in horticulture and is
in charge of
operating the Univeristy of Maine’s greenhouses
in the Horticultural Department. Lyle received
his M.S. degree in 1952. During this spring he has
been an instructor in “ Landscape Design” on the
University’s Portland campus.
1 9 4 5
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Mrs. Edward G. Harris
(Judy Fielder)
411 Elm St., Fayetteville, N. Y.
15th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
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Among the University faculty members granted
leaves of absence during the school year of
1961-62 will be classmate Constance Cooper, home
demonstration leader for the Maine Cooperative
Extension Service. She will take advanced study
on a Ph.D. program in the field of adult education
at the University of Chicago. Connie continues to
be in the news as a popular speaker here and there
about the state.
Daniel J. Frazier, Jr., formerly executive director
of the Maine State Employes Association, has
become associated with L. C. Tyler and Sons Co.,
Inc., a Bangor insurance agency. Dan and Mary
and their three children are now living in Orono.
News of another job change concerns Walter
Witham, who has accepted the position of mechani
cal engineer with Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua,
N. H. Walter was formerly with the Laboratory
for Electronics of Boston and he and Fern (York)
lived in Sudbury, Mass.
I was interested to read an item about Charlene
(Lowe) Burleigh, who conducted a workshop on
the theme “ How Best to Teach About Christ”
for Sunday School personnel in Orono during the
winter. Charlene is Chairman on Education of the
East Corinth Methodist Church and general super
intendent of the church school.
Ramona “ Doc” Simpson is still in Sanford,
working in a clinic.
I can’t help thinking that Althea Barstow has
had quite a few interesting developments in her
life since college days. Not only did she marry
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From New York Life’s yearbook of successful insurance career men!

RONALD S C H E C H T E R -G e ts his
degree in “Success” through
insurance career begun in college!

RONALD M.
SCHECHTER
New York L ife
R epresentative
_*he N o rth la n d D e tro it, M ich.,
general Office

Ronald Schechter became a part-time New York Life
Agent while still a sophomore in college. Two years
later, after graduation, he joined the Company on a
full-time basis. Ron has never had any regrets about
his decision. At the close of his first full year, his
efforts earned him a place in Nylic’s “ Star Club” of
leading agents. He has qualified for the 1961 Million
Dollar Round Table of the National Association of
Life Underwriters.
Each succeeding year, Ron has earned even greater
success. His past accomplishments are the result of
his abilities. His promising future is limited only by
his own talents and ambitions. If you, or someone
you know, is interested in following a career like this,
write for information.

r s ity

N ew Yo r k L ife
Insurance (mUti Company
College Relations, Dept. G-25
51 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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a man with the same last name as hers, but she
now has two daughters, seven months apart in
age!' Bonnie May was born in February 1959
and arrived via the adoption route and Laurie
Jean was born in September 1959. And I thought
I was busy with children 19 months apart! Roy
and Althea and the girls live on Seminary Ave.,
Manchester, Vt.
The first news I’ve heard in a long time re
Angie (Verenis) Lied has come from the Alumni
Office. She was married in 1958 and her husband,
Milton, is a harness horse owner, driver, and
trainer. Son David Milton was bom May 23, 1960,
and Angie is on a leave of absence from her
teaching duties at Monrovia Duarte High School.
The Lieds live at 420 West Sierra Madre Blvd.,
Sierra Madre, Calif.
Shirley (Titcomb) Mader writes from the College
of West Africa, Monrovia, Liberia, “ We’re seeing
big changes in Africa these days. Our home has
changed over night from being off in the bush to
being the crossroads of the world. Have seen a
big increase in Americans here—reporters, govern
ment officials, etc., coming to study the situation.”
1947

Mrs. Walter C. Brooks
(Peg Spaulding)
57 Leighton Street, Bangor
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A new address for the Meade Klemme's (Con
stance Cratty) is Hqs. 65th AD, Box 2376, APO
#283, New York, N. Y. Should you be in Madrid,
Spain, be sure and look up Meade, Bonnie and
son Mike.
Mrs. Robert Browne (Barbara Mills) 12 Somerset
St., Bangor, has been in the news recently. First
she and her daughter, Melinda, were models at
the Eastern Maine Assoc, of U. of M. Women
Fashion Show in Bangor along with Mrs. Robert
Patten (Stella Borkowski) and her two daughters
Deborah and Lisa. Then Barbara, who is head
of the speech drama dept, at Bangor High School,
coached her players in the play “ Gigi” to victory
when they won the area one-act play contest in
Brewer and two days later they won the regional
one-act play contest in Millinocket.
R. Proctor Ransden, Hartford Turnpike, Rock
ville, Conn., has recently been promoted to the
position of manager of the cost and credit dept,
of Taylor-Made Homes, Inc., of East Hartford.
Reginald H. Dority, Milo, superintendent of
schools in Union 85, was reelected for two years
at a Union meeting in December at Brownville.
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Mrs. Richard S. Foster
(Jean Campbell)
15 Donamor Lane
East Longmeadow, Mass.
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Spring is raising its charming head in East Longmeadow and we are surely overjoyed to see it.
There were times this winter when we thought it
was a forgotten season! My, it was a snowy one,
wasn’t it?
On to the news—Word from Jay and Elizabeth
(Brown) Calkins finds them in Bingham now. Jay
is principal of the Bingham High School and Betty
is teaching 1st grade. Their address? Box 686,
Bingham. Jay was promoted in Dec. to the grade
of Major in Me. Air National Guard.
Harrison P. Crowell, Jr., is a sales engineer with
Telco, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. He was married to
Dorothy M. Wribel of Cleveland Heights, Ohio, in
July of 1959. They have bought their first home
and expected their first child in November. We’ll
need some up-to-date information on that subject.
Their address is 215 Summit Drive, Lake Lucerne,
Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
Edward I. Tyrrell is an English teacher in Ticonderoga Junior High School. His home address is
350 Champlain Ave., Ticonderoga, N. Y.
News from Richard E. Gillespie is interesting,
but not too fresh by the time it is getting into print.
(My fault!) Last summer found his home address
—36 Highland Ave., Gardiner, Me.—being used
while he was stationed in Korea. It is Captain
Gillespie now and his next assignment was to be
with the U. S. Army at Fort Bragg, N. C.
Roger L. Pendleton of the Arlington Towers,
Arlington 9, Va., has what sounds like a very in
teresting and up-to-date position. He is with the
Missiles and Space Branch of the Directorate of
Civil Engineering, Headquarters, USAF, The Penta
gon.
Florence (Babe) Bruce Gorum (Mrs. James R.)
returned from Frankfurt, Germany, last September
and expects to be settled in Columbus, Ga., for 2
years. She and Jim have 2 children—Kim James,
3, and Anita Christine, 10 months. Their current
address is 3542 Ida Dr., Columbus.
Merton Libby, Penobscot County Agent, was
recently the winner of a portable television set as
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first prize in the National Association of County
Agricultural Agents crop pest control contest. He
entered a joint project on “ Insect Control in Apple
Orchards” with his assistant to win the Maine State
award.
1949

M rs. 0scar R. Hahnel, J r .
(Julie Shores)
12 Jepson Ave., Lewiston
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March and its wind and April and its showers
are over, now to enjoy May, and what better way
to start than by welcoming some new citizens.
Thelma (Bing) Crossland Robie writes that Bruce
William was born February 17. He joins Charles,
7, and Paul, 5, at 54 Lee St. in Lincoln, where
Fred is minister of the Congregational Church.
Back in December, 1960, the Lester Whitneys
welcomed their fifth son, John Lloyd. I ’ll bet their
one daughter was hoping for a girl! Lester is an
associate professor at the Univ. of Mass. His home
address is 48 Jeffery Lane, Amherst.
The Southern Kennebec County March of Dimes
has a loyal supporter in Barbara (Haney) McKay.
She, along with others in the area, was busy in
February helping with a benefit dance which is
sponsored by the group.
George Lutka, who has been with Mass. Electric
Co. since his graduation and was assistant to the
superintendent of production in Worcester, has
recently transferred to another subsidiary, Narragansett Electric in Providence, R. I., to serve
in the same capacity.
Gerry Rudman has been elected to the Board
of Directors of the Merrill Trust Co. After gradu
ating from Maine, Gerry took his law degree at
Georgetown University and with his father and
brother form the law firm of Rudman and Rudman.
Gerry is also on the Board of Directors of the
Bangor-Brewer United Fund which is headed this
year by another ’49er, Edward Keith.
Dick Spiller is currently with the Travelers In
surance Co. in New York. His home address is 23
Woodside Terrace, West Orange, N. J.
Forrest Stewart is also living in New Jersey at
49 Morley Drive, Wyckoff. He and his wife are the
parents of two children, Carl, 10, and Jane, 7.
He writes that they visited in Woodbridge, Conn.,
with Bob and Eunice Cahoon and their three chil
dren, Michael, 13, William, 10, and Steven, 6. Bob
works for Johnson Service Co. in New Haven,
Conn.
John Carson received his Master’s degree in
electrical engineering from Newark College of En
gineering last June. John is a section chief R and
D, Relays and Control with Daystrom, Inc., Weston
Instrument Div., Newark, N. J. His home address
is 36 Lake St., Nutley 10, N. J.
Maurice Sylvester is down in Maryland where he
is an Aero Research Engineer at the Ballistics Re
search Laboratory. Home is 744 Hickory Ave.,
Bel Air.
Ramon Rakoff is living at 88 Gerry Road, Chest
nut Hill 67, Mass. His two daughters are both in
school now, Jill, 7, in the second grade and Lauri,
6, in the first grade.
Next month is reunion time at Maine, and al
though this isn’t our year back, I ’m sure that
there will be plenty of activity for any of you who
get the chance to visit the campus then.
1950

Mrs. George R. Brockway
(Ellie Hansen)
R.F.D. 3, West Auburn
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Time for another column! As I write this, the
skiing is still terrific; but it won’t be long before
spring is in full bloom.
Michael Toth, 4909 Bofield Dr., Dayton 29,
Ohio, is now district sales manager for G. E. in
Dayton.
John L. Knight, Representative to the 100th
Maine Legislature, was recently appointed cochairman of the Judiciary Committee, which serves
both houses. John’s address is Box 2, Rockland.
Rev. Richard R. Davis, former class secretary,
now gives as his address: Methodist Parsonage,
Shelley, Idaho. We know Maine has sent a loyal
alumnus to a sister western state which competes
with our famous Aroostook crop—potatoes.
Don Gallupe is the new manager of the Brewer
office for the Merchants National Bank.
Newt Graham has been promoted by RCA to
personnel administrator, industrial computer sys
tems dept. Newt’s home address is 11 Hayden
Lane, Bedford, Mass.
John Parker has been appointed principal of
the consolidated high school now under construc
tion in School District No. 6. The school will
serve the towns of Buxton, Hollis, Limington, and
Standish. John is currently principal of Mattanawcook Academy in Lincoln.

Mr. and Mrs. O. David Boutilier (Phyllis Os
good ’51) and their four children live at 1015 E.
5th Ave., Houghton, Mich. Dave teaches in the
civil eng. dept, of M.C.M.T.
Ray Mercer is a new member of Wadsworth
and Boston, architects and engineers. Ray resides
in Cape Elizabeth.
Bob Rhoads, an agriculture engineer at the U.
of Maine, has developed a new blueberry picking
machine which will be tried out next summer in
Maine and Nova Scotia.
Cary Davis is director of urban renewal for
the city of Manchester, N. H.
Dr. Richard Adams has been promoted to as
sociate professor, Dairy Extension, at Penn. State
Univ.
Elizabeth (Marden) Bliss has a new address
which is Box 555, Tryon, N. C. Jay is supt. of
an experimental and research plant at Columbus,
N. C. A third daughter, Caroline, joined the
family last year amid the heaviest snow of the
region in decades!
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott with their four boys
and four girls are living at 375 N. Campbell Ave.,
Ind. 19, Ind.
Kenneth Seaman is director of field services for
Science Research Assoc, of Chicago.
Miles Dodge is working in The Forest Park,
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Freda Gray-Masse, mezzo contralto, has sung
during the past few months with the Boston Sym
phony Orchestra, Bangor Symphony Orchesta, and
Rhode Island Symphony Orchestra. She was a guest
soloist with the Colby College Concert Choir in
Washington, D. C., in March. Freda has been in
vited to sing with the London Philharmonic Orches
tra in London and Vienna next summer.
Ralph Wharff is now adm. asst, with Interna
tional Latex Corp. and resides at Cooper Rd.,
Moores Lake, Dover, Del.
Wyman Rice has been named secretary-treasurer
of the Northeast Classified Advertising Group, the
oldest organization of its kind in the U. S.
Recently saw a good picture of Lowell Osgood
with some of his Old Town basketball lettermen,
and one of Nundi Romano with his Piscataquis
Pirates.
Dick Watson has been named general sales man
ager for the J. W. Greer Co. of Wilmington, Mass.
Following his graduation from Maine, Dick was
enrolled in an advanced training program with
Westinghouse and was a sales engineer with them.
He joined the Greer Co. in 1952 as a sales engineer
and since 1956 has been manager of process equip
ment division sales. The Watsons and four chil
dren reside at 22 Arnold Ave., Reading, Mass.
The engagement of Shirley Simmons of Seattle,
Wash., to Dave Newton has been announced. The
wedding will be solemnized May 20. Shirley was
graduated from the U. of Washington and at pres
ent is connected with the dept, of Far Eastern
affairs at the U. of Wash.
Roland Boutin is co-owner of the Con-O-Lite
Buriel Vault Co., in Lewiston.
Harold A. Young is employed as a supervisor,
control engineering, with U. S. Steel in Chicago.
The Youngs have two boys, Bryan, 9, and Bruce,
7. Their address is RR #1, Box 305, Cedar Lake,
Ind.
Lt. Cmdr. and Mrs. Don Rosenberg (Doris Stack)
have a new address which is 1143 Roos Rd., Hous
ton, Texas.
Mrs. Wm. Bentley’s (Barb Stewart) address is
1022 Halsey Drive, La Mesa Village, Monterey,
Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Murray, Jr. (Bev Spencer),
have another son as of last Sept. The Murrays are
living in Westbrook.
Judy (Little) Thomas is now an associate editor
of the Trinity College Alumni Magazine at H art
ford, Conn. Her husband, Don ’48, is in the Eng
lish Dept, at the Chicopee, Mass., High School.
Bob Lothrop is manager of engineering services
for the Palatine Dyeing Co. at St. Johnsville, N. Y.
Mr and Mrs. Carl Erickson of Warren (Mary
Norwood) recently visited the Hawaiian Islands.
Allison Briggs received the Brewer Jr. Chamber
of Commerce’s Distinguished Service Award. He
and Cliff Eames have important roles in the BangorBrewer United Fund campaign for the coming year.
Dick Spencer is assistant treasurer of the Merrill
Trust Co. in Bangor.
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Mrs. Frank J. Schmidt
(Mary Ellen Michaud)
1841 Clearbrook S.E.
Grand Rapids 8, Michigan
10th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
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Reunion is almost on top of us at this moment.
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Hope all of you have made some plans that in
clude the celebration.
William Loubier has recently been named man
ager of advertising for the State Mutual Life
Assurance Co. of America.
Dr. William Annis has been named supervisor
of teacher training in agricultural education for
the State Dept, of Education with headquarters
at the University of Massachusetts.
Raymond Trabold is the New Milford (Conn.)
Junior Chamber of Commerce “ Man of the Year.”
Raymond is the principal of the high school in
New Milford.
Jasper Bull has been appointed to the northern
Maine field staff of the Niagara Chemical Division
of Food Machinery and Chemical Corp.
James Estes has recently been appointed to the
position of clothing, textile & leather quality
control asst, trainee in the Military Clothing &
Textile Quality Control Office in Boston.
Dodd Roberts has changed his address to 3522
Lincolnshire, Pontiac, Michigan.
Alan and Nancy (Schott ’53) Plaisted have three
children now, Holly, 116, Todd 2 1/2, and Scotty,
4*6. They live at 4 Exeter Rd., Beverly, Mass.
Joseph Drottar is senior project engineer, Olin
Mathieson Chemical Co. in New Haven, Conn.
He lives at 17 Evergreen Place, North Haven,
Conn.
George Whalen is a Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
and lives at 9 Rose Place, Huntington, N. Y.
Jackson and Carolyn (Moores ’50) March live
on Brookhill Dr., Etowah, Tenn. Jackson is Asst.
District Forester, Hiwassee Land Co., Bowaters
Southern Paper Co. They have a daughter, Martha,
one.
Capt. Vernon Bond will be in France for an
other 18 months. His address—USA Garrison
OAC, APO 58, New York, N. Y.
Marilyn (Dennett) Johnson now has two daugh
ters, Carol, 1, and Elizabeth, 3*6. Marilyn lives
at 103 Forest St., Danvers, Mass.
Richard Royal is now an estimator engineer for
the William H. Porter Co. The Royals have two
boys, 10 and 7, and a new daughter, one. The
address is 21 Puritan Rd., Watertown, Mass.
Bernie (Stein) Dillard writes Edward has had

a recent promotion and is now in the Boston
office of the New E ngland Power Service Co. The
Dillards have two children, Martha, 7 1/2, and
Teddy, 4*6. The address is 27 West Street, Westboro, Mass.

Mrs. Charles Begley
(Jeanne Frye)
Waldoboro
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New Jobs:
Edgar F. Lord left on Feb. 25 for Rome, Italy,
where he will be employed by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
as an analyst in the economics section, for the
next two years. His wife and three little boys,
4 1/2, 3 1/2, and 1 1/2 will accompany him. A tempo
rary address is United Nations Building, Rome,
Italy.
Bill Ruby is a design andd staff engineer in
the Boston office of J. O. Ross Engineering Co.,
manufacturers of air processing systems. Bill and
Adelaide (Grant) and their two litlte girls live at
31 Inverness Road, Norwood, Mass.
Stuart E. West is issue approver, Administrations
Div., Prudential Insurance Co. of America, 3701
Wayzata Blvd., Minneapolis 1, Minn. He and
Priscilla (Draper ’57) live at 4087 Meadowbrook
Road, Minneapolis 26, Minn.
Llewellyn E. Rose, 9516 Sherwood Drive, Upper
Marlboro, Md , is a civil engineer, Navy Hydrographic, Suitland, Md.
A Dwight Black of Surry is an assistant horti
culturist, Dept, of Agriculture, State House, Au
gusta, Maine.
Charles O. Spear has moved from Windsor
Locks, Conn., to Main St., Suffield, Conn. He is
employed by Pratt and Whitney, 400 Main St.,
E. Hartford, Conn.
James A. Bement, 231 Ridge Road, Nutley,

N. J., is head of the field erection dept, of J. O.
Ross Engineering Co., manufacturers of air proces
sing systems.
Merrill G. Butts is now employed at the Great
Northern Paper Co. in Millinocket. His address
is 15 Park St., East Millinocket.
Robert B. Donovan is a partner in the law firm
of Perkins, Holland and Donovan. Their address
is South Rd., East Kingston, N. H.
Malcolm E. Osborn has recently been appointed
tax attorney for State Mutual Life Assurance
Company of America. Prior to that he served for
five years with the same company, first as an
attorney for the law division and then as an at
torney in the securities division. Mr. Osborn has
recently had two taxation articles published. The
article “Certain Tax Problems Involved with the
Acquisition of Stock Purchase Warrants in Con
junction with Investments” was published in the
Summer, 1960 issue of Boston University Law
Review. The article “Package Deal is Best for
Lender Tacking Stock Warrants” was published
in the December, 1960 issue of The Journal of
Taxation. Malcolm lives in Worcester, Mass., at
172 Vernon St. with his wife, Claire, his daughter
Beverly May, 6, and son Lester, 1.
Issy Stearns writes that she is still at Acton,
Mass., teaching physical education, coaching 3
varsity sports—2 junior varsity and 4 Junior High
School sports. In basketball, the varsity has won
2 sectional championships, 3 league champion
ships, 1 tournament championship and 4 runnerups. The team has won the good sportsmanship
trophy 2 out of 3 years. The softball team had
a string of 41 straight victories at one time. We
can see you’ve had a real busy and full nine years,
Issy. It’s been good to hear from you.
Dottie McCann and her sisters, Elizabeth, Margaretmary ’57, attended the Inauguration of
President Kennedy. They found it a very exciting
and wonderful experience.
Jean (Geyger) and Gus Black write that they
have been very busy on their new home in Saxton
River, Vt. Last year, they wrote and invited ’52ers
to look them up—they have a campsite on a brook
at their summer place in Pen, Vt.—and they ex
tend the invitation again this year.
Vonnie (Leonard) and Ken. Ste. Marie have

A Camping Experience for Your Boy or Girl
THE WAVUS CAMPS
On Damariscotta Lake
Jefferson, Maine

Damariscotta Camp for Boys

Camp Wawanock for Girls
Ages 6-16
D ir ec to r s

Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. Westerman
Catalog Available
A ddress in qu iries to:
W avus Camps
P .O . B o x 4 9
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been in Columbus, Ga., for two years. They have
4 children now, three girls and a little boy. Their
address is 2240 Sharon Ave., Columbus, Ga.
Beth (Leighton) and Chuck Furlong moved last
August from Schenectady to Syracuse, N. Y. On
Nov. 23rd, their fourth daughter, Joy Annette,
was born. Then Chuck was transferred to the
N. Y. office of Western Electric in January and
now their present address is 38 Franklin Parkway,
Franklin Park, N. J. Beth and Chuck come to
Maine every summer for their vacation—they have
a camp in Beddington. Beth writes they enjoy
having any “Mainers” visit them.
1 9 5 3

Mrs. Philip E. Johnson
(Eini Riutta)
South Penobscot
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Many thanks to Mrs. William Penoyar for a nice
newsy letter—she and Bill recently moved from
Kent, Ohio, to Chevy Chase 15, Md. (4830 Drum
mond Ave.) Bill was promoted to manager of
technical promotion for the National Lumber Manu
facturers Association, which has its main offices
in Washington. He will direct a staff of men
throughout the United States in the technical pro
motion of wood products. The Penoyars have three
children: Billy, 10, Sue, 6, and Pete, 3. Last sum
mer they visited the Paul Poulin family in Quebec
(164-59th Ave., Laval des Rapids, P.Q., Canada).
Paul is sales manager for Dominion Dairies in
Canada. He and his wife have five children. Rhea
also sent along two addresses of interest to class
mates: Robert Kellogg, 3711 Whitney Ave., Ham
den, Conn., and Cecil Roberts, 777 Pheasant Blvd.,
Eugene, Ore.
Another letter from the wife of a classmate
brings us up to date on Albert H. Bishop and
family. Mrs. Bishop writes that A1 is now a civil
engineer working for the state on the Interstate
Highway in the Bangor area. He and Norma have
one son, Roger Earl, 17 mos. Their address is
MR-C Box 47, Westbrook Terrace, Bangor. They
hope to hear from long lost friends.
Dr. Robert L. Parsons (’51), his wife, Beverly
Pettengill, and their four children have moved to
Streator, Ill. (307 No. Vermillion), where he now
has an office in the new Medical Arts Building.
Raymond A. Cox recently passed the Washing
ton State Bar Association Examinations. He is
employed in the contracts division of the Boeing
Airplane Company in Seattle.
Edward F. Johnstone will be promoted to as
sociate professor of agricultural economics, effec
tive July 1.
High school basketball coaches in the news at
tournament time: Bernard “Bunny” Parody and his
Mt. Desert team, after winning three straight Class
S titles, were defeated by Pennell Institute in
the finals of the Class M tournament. John Mc
Guire also coached his Rockland team to a runnerup position in eastern Maine Class LL. He was
recently named chairman of the eastern section
of the state of Maine High School Coaches As
sociation.
Last 'December at the formal opening of the
new 2 1/2 million dollar Polaris Base Grain Facili
ties at the U. S. Naval Propellent Plant, Indianhead, Md., a classmate was singled out for special
mention by the Commanding Officer in his wel
coming address. He said, “These new facilities rep
resent the dedicated effort of many members of
the Plant staff. Although it is not possible at this
time to give the name of each person associated
with its development, I do want to single out one
individual for special mention, Polaris Program
Manager Janies E. Wilson, Jr., who by virtue of
his outstanding work has been promoted to the
grade of GS-15.” Congratulations!
Who’s Whose?
Joan Warburton of Hardwick, Mass., is engaged
to Allan L. Smith. Miss Warburton is a graduate
of Bouve-Boston School and Tufts University and
is a physical therapist at the Maine Medical Cen
ter. A1 is employed by the State Highway De
partment at Augusta.
From Florida we hear that Gertrude Harriman
is planning a May wedding to T/Sgt. Theodore
R. Metzger, USAF. He is stationed at McCoy
AFB in Orlando. Trudy was in the navy from
1954-57, worked in Denver, Colo, in 1958 and
then went to graduate school. She received her
M.A. in Elementary Education in 1959 and since
then has been teaching first grade in Florida.
(Congratulations may be sent to Box 1183, Titus
ville, Fla.)
On December 19, H. William Finnemore was
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married to Roberta Mary Adams of Patten.
She is a graduate of Patten Academy and is cur
rently attending the University of Maine. Bill
is employed by the U.S.D.A. Research Service at
the University. Their address 16 Pine St., Orono.
William K. Thorndike recently married Phyllis
Billett of Portland. Mrs. Thorndike is a graduate
of Portland High School and has been employed
as assistant manager of the Canal National Bank.
The Bridegroom is employed as a chemical engineer
by the S. D . Warren Company. Their home is at
18 Dartmouth St., Portland.
New Arrivals
Norman and Isabelle (Stearns) Foss announce
the Sept. 12 arrival of daughter Nancy. They
have two other children, Martha, 3, and Austin, 2.
(“ Izzie” writes that her family moved to Bowdoinham about a year ago and that she is enjoy
ing being a “country bumpkin” again. She re
ceives mail via R.F.D. 2, Richmond.)
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Gotlib (Ruth Mamolen ’56)
have a new daughter, Marcia Jean, born on Feb
ruary 20. They also have a son, Louis Jeffrey.
Dig your thermometers out from the back of
the medicine chest—almost time for spring fever,
you know!
EDITOR’S NOTE: ’Twas so good to see Eini
(Riutta) Johnson, your class secretary, here on
campus in early April when she spoke and showed
slides on “Six Weeks in Scandinavia.” It was
done as part of the annual Farm & Home Week
program.
1954

Mrs. Charles E. Lavoix
(Jane Mclnnis)
RFD 1, Ellsworth
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Paul Royte is a guidance counselor at Randolph
High School in Massachusetts. Paul holds his mas
ter’s degree from Northeastern University and has
recently been certified as a school psychologist.
Spring finds Ralph Clark at 11936 Weddington
St., in No. Hollywood, Calif. He recently assumed
his duties as science and medical writer for The
Valley Times TO D AY. As a mere sideline, he is
whipping up a novel which is expected to be finished
by summer!
In the basketball department, John Norris again
brought a team to the finals of the eastern Maine
tournament—this time in Class L—only to lose
by a heartbreaking 56-55. Bob Nixon had a fine
10-2 record at Winslow this season.
Beth (Leighton ’52) and Charles Furlong write
from their present address—38 Franklin Parkway,
Franklin Park, N. J., that their newest addition is
Jay, born November 23, 1960. This makes a family
of four girls. Chuck is an inspection specialist in
the main office of Western Electric. The Furlongs
have had to move a lot and in their travels, while
residing in Syracuse, they visited Penny (Rich) and
Pete Wilson and their two boys. The Wilsons have
bought a new home at 16 Churchill Rd., Fayette
ville, N. Y.; Pete is also with Western Electric.
The Bangor-Brewer Young Republicans Club
elected William Houston president for 1961.
The engagement of Barbara Whaley of Arlington,
Texas, and Robert Toth has been announced. Miss
Whaley is a stewardess with American Airlines and
Bob received his master’s degree from Michigan
State and is employed by the state of California
as a pathologist in the Fish and Game Department.
Dave Gates has recently accepted employment
with a consulting engineering firm in Newington,
Conn.
1955

Miss Hilda Sterling
614 Lafayette St., Jamestown, N. Y.
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Between You ’N M e .. .
Guy Hunter was elected president of the Central
Maine Chapter of the National Cystic Fibrosis Re
search Foundation on February 12. “ Bill” and
Reta (Farnham) have two children, Glenn Farnham, July 14, 1956, and Deborah Elaine, October
3, 1958. (At reunion, he was the winner of the
“unusual occupation” prize. He is a lab technican,
poultry farmer and salseman.) Their address is
R.F.D. 2, Winterport.
On February 15, Frances (Lunt) Flewelling par
ticipated in a one-act drama, “ Will You Marry
Me?” presented during a meeting of the Presque
Isle branch of the A.A.U.W. Franny, David, and
Douglas are residing in their new home at 131
Canterbury St., Presque Isle.
Reba Drost signed her Christmas card—Mrs. A.
H. Speicker. She and her husband live in the Cari
bou Trailer Park, Lot 60, Caribou.
George and Shirley (Clark) McPhail have three
children. We find them at 11 Harvard Ave., Dor
chester, Mass.
Ruth (Ernst) Sayre writes that she and her
husband, Donald, were married on August 23, 1959,

in Pasadena, Calif., after she returned from Izmir,
Turkey, where she taught English at the American
Collegiate Institute. “I am teaching a fourth grade
class in Pasadena, and Don is working for so
cial Security. We welcome Maine alums at 770
East Pine, Altadena, Calif.”
Dorothy Libbey, Portland, and Charles Armentrout are planning a June wedding. He is a mem
ber of the faculty at the U. of M. in Portland. His
address is 259 Woodford St., Portland.
An August wedding united Barbara Babb, Wil
ton, and David Crockett. In 1959, he was appointed
to the faculty of Wilton Academy where he is a
science teacher and member of the coaching staff.
He was a teacher-coach at New Sharon High School
and Anson Academy.
Carolyn Barlow, Montreal, Canada, became the
bride of Stephen Gilbert on April 8. An army vet
eran, he is with the survey section of the Connecti
cut Highway Department.
Merle ’54 and Nancy (Collins) Adams are proud
to announce the February 23 arrival of Gregory
Merle. He joins Sue, 4, and David, 2. Congratula
tions can be sent to R.D. 2, Washington Valley Rd.,
Somerville, N. J.
Roger Frey, who received his master’s degree
from Maine in June, is studying for his Ph.D. in
psychology at the University of Maryland. Last
summer, he worked with the Human Sciences Re
search, Inc., in Arlington, Va.
Ralph Keef reports from our 49th State—“ After
I completed the five-year pulp and paper course at
Maine in 1956, I went to work with the Ketchikan
Pulp Co., Ketchikan, Alaska. In four months,
I was drafted into the U. S. Army, and I spent 21
months in the Ordnance Corps. I returned to the
U. of M. in September 1958 to complete my
master’s degree in Pulp and Paper Technology,
and, then, I headed for Alaska and my old job
in January 1959. The following September, I
joined the Alaska Lumber and Pulp Company.
1 am a process engineer in their new mill. Last
May, I enjoyed a brown bear hunt on Admiralty
Island.” He gets mail at the Alaska Lumber and
Pulp Co., Sitka, Alaska.
After spending four years with the 82nd Air
borne Division, 1st Lt. Charlie Otterstedt was sent
to Korea last spring. He is a Master Parachutist
with 93 jumps to his credit. Upon returning to
the U.S.A., he plans to attend Baylor University
to study for a master’s degree in hospital adminis
tration. His address is 7th Med. Bn., 7th Inf. Div.,
APO 7, San Francisco, Calif.
John, September 30, 1958, and Susan, September
21, 1959, are the children of Paul ’50 and Jane
(Moore) Treworgy. The family lives on Pine St.,
Dover-Foxcroft.
Phil Johnson is studying for his master’s degree
in engineering physics at the graduate school of
Cornell University. In his spare time (? ), he
works at the Advanced Electronics Center of the
General Electric Co., Ithaca, N. Y. He and Nancy
(Davis ’56) have a two-year-old “ boy-type” son.
They are living at 115 Crescent PL, Ithaca.
Did you see Jean Spearin’s picture in the Janu
ary 29 issue of the Portland Sunday Telegram?
She is checking the posture of a 4-H Club member
against a plumb line hanging from a mirror in the
lounge of the U. of M. in Portland. Jean, perma
nent clothing specialist for the Cooperative Ex
tension Service, University of Maine, is editor of
two recent bulletins: “ Pressing Pays Dividends” and
“Today’s Clothing M arket.'
Dana Baggett, city manager of Gardiner, wrote
an article for the July issue of the Maine Townsman,
the monthly publication of the Maine Municipal
Association. He was guest editor for the Planners’
Page section. The article was devoted to Gardiner’s
mobile home ordinance. On January 18, Dana pre
sented a film version of the proposed city budget
at a banquet of the Junior Chamber of Commerce.

1956

Miss Judith A. MacPherson
North Star School,
Anchorage, Alaska
,
5th Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
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Reunion plans for the 9th, 10th, and 11th of
June are shaping up in great order, folks! Expect
you’re all as anxious as I am to look up old
friends and buddies! The past five years have
been years of exploration and experimentation for
the 56’ers, so now’s the time to compare notes on
a grand scale.
Gloria (Trafton) and Dexter Earley are living at
28 Kimes Street, in Havelock, North Carolina.
Gloria writes that Kristen Ann came on 12 Septem
ber last, along with Hurricane Donna! Dex, a cap
tain in the Marines, has been flying jets at Cherry
Point, N. C., for the past two years. The Earleys
tell us that Barb (Ilvonen) and Ron Lindquist are
now living in East Orange, N. J.
Our Lady Engineer is no longer among the miss
ing—Muriel “ Mert” (Snow) Doheny and her hus-
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band Vince are living at Gulf Breeze, Fla. Mert
has been working on the X-15 missile and is respon
sible for the engineering reports for the research
program and missile firings. These reports are sent
to Washington, D. C. Mert, we’re sure proud to
know you! Write to Mert and Vince at 516 York
Drive, Gulf Breeze. Mert also says that Ann
(Bronson) Thomas and husband Bob are living
at Fort Walton Beach, Florida, where Bob works,
and where Ann is teaching school.
Allan J. Saperstein and wife Sheila (Miller, of
West Hartford, Conn.) are living at 119 Loomis
Drive, West Hartford, Conn. A1 is an engineer
with Hamilton Standard-Division of United Air
craft. Shelia is a Dental Hygienist, and a graduate
of Temple University School of Oral Hygiene in
Philadelphia.
A note from Carolyn (Bull) Dahlgren tells us
of the birth of Matthew Lee in December, joining
big brother Christopher. The Dahlgrens live at 33
Underwood Road, Falmouth Foreside.
March was the month for Walter Eitel’s photo
graphic exhibit at the East River Savings Bank in
New York City. Title of the Exhibit was “People
in Their World—Concrete and Abstract.” Walter
has showcase displays at several locations in the
city of New York.
Walter J. Irwin has been teaching this year, and
lists his address as 33 Dublin Street, Machias.
That’s it for this month, folks—remember to
make your plans now for the Reunion—you’ll be
receiving more information from time to time.
Mrs. Gary Beaulieu
(Jane Caton)
484 Notre Dame Ave.
Manchester, N. H.
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H I!
I got a wonderful, long letter from Pat (Wade)
Stewart, Benghazi, Libya. Charlie is employed by
Esso Standard (Libya), Inc., and he and Pat and
their two children, Charles, Jr., and Diane, have
been in Libya for a little over a year. And despite
the changes and adjustments in their lives due to
this “ distance” move (such as coping with insects,
heavy rains that mold piaster, washing fresh foods
in Tide before eating it), they’re enjoying it! So
many new things and places to see! Their address
is—C /o Esso Standard (Libya) Inc., P.O. Box 281,
Benghazi, Libya.
Also heard from Harry Percival. Since February,
he has been working for the city of Bangor in
charge of the electrical dept. Mail will reach him
at 32 Parker St., Calais, where Clarissa and their
daughter Mary are staying ’til warmer weather.
Some news briefs—
Barbara Bernard, Caribou, and Earl Adams were
married April 3rd. Barbara is a senior at Aroostook
State Teachers’ College and Earl is teaching at
Presque Isle.
Other newlyweds—Eleanor Bryant and David
Brown ’59; Katherine Leokos, Skowhegan and John
Watson, Carol Ann Robinson ’60 and Dick Jones.
Engagements—Barbara Luce, Ellsworth, to Darrold Mitchell; Eleanor Johnson, Groton, Conn., to
Melvin Young.
The news is brief this month, but I’ll try to
make it up next month for the last issue ’Til Fall.
1959

Miss Kathie Vickery
2403 Nichols Ave., Stratford, Conn.
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With spring in the air, it’s been so swell to hear
from many of you within the past couple of months.
Thanks so much for your good wishes—and all the
news included!
A really newsy letter from Janice (Crossman)
Cox. She and Charlie (chem. engineer for Oxford
Paper Co.) and two year old Allison, live in Dixfield, Box 592
Madeline Plaisted, 161 Westervelt Ave., North
Plainsfield, N. J., is teaching in high school.
Kathy (Coughlin) and Ronald Woods have a
little girl, Jerilee, and are expecting another baby
soon. Address: Pleasant Grove Apts., 1-D, Cornell
U , Ithaca, N. Y
Fay (Hodgdon) and Homer Chase are both
teaching in Gloversville, N. Y. Their address is
112 Sixth Ave, Gloversville.
Social worker Ginny Whittier is living at Box
232, Brighton, Colo.
Margaret Ricci, teacher of Spanish at Bangor
H S., is living c/o Skinner, Ohio St., Bangor.
Maryjane Harris has joined the WACs.
Joy (Crafts) and Bud Earley, married July 6,
1960, are expecting their first child shortly.
Shirley (Hodgkins) Feinman and her husband
Earl live at 194 Main St., Cooperstown, N. Y.
They have one child, a boy, Mark Edward.
Thanks a million, Jan!
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Clark—that’s the former
Martha Trefethen—have four little ones—Rocky,
Susan, Deborah, and young John, born last May.
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The Clarks’ big plans include building a camp in
Steuben this summer!
Martha wrote after a visit with Lois (Perkins)
Martin in Benton Station. Izzy, who is expecting
again next summer, is guidance director at Fairfield
H. S.
A long letter from Barb Kelly brought the good
word that she is thoroughly enjoying life in the
nation’s capital. Her address there is Apt. 268
W., 4201 Mass. Ave. N. W., Wash., D. C.
A note from “struggling” class president Dick
Barter (Box 2339 Alumni Residence, Johns Hop
kins U., Baltimore, Md.) brought news of a going
away party for Sum Atkins in Newton, Mass.,
around the Xmas holidays. Sum was off for a year
in Korea. Also on hand were Lois and Bob McKown, Lou Cook, Bob Trefethen, Niles Nelson—
plus—
Janie (Quimby) Biscoe writes from the Fenn
School, Concord, Mass., where she and Mark are
house parents to a dozen 10 to 13 year old boys,
that they and young Mark will spend the summer
in Orono, 75 Forest Ave. It won’t be long now
on that degree!
Liz Collins, 1369 Hyde St., Apt. 62, San Fransisco, Calif., is finding her new position with a re
search group in the psych dept., U. of Calif., in
Berkeley “both fascinating and intellectually stimu
lating!” Good girl!
And last but not least, Nancy and Paul Prescott
and their young son are living in Schenectady 4,
N. Y.—26 Morris Rd.
Christopher A. Moen, Jr., has received his LLB
degree at the Univ. of Michigan. He now awaits
a call from Uncle Sam. In the meantime he and
Laura (Little) and their three children are visiting
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Little in Trenton, Maine.
1959

Miss Suzy Dunn
21 Chauncy St., Apt. 44
Cambridge, Mass.
First Reunion, June 9-10-11, 1961
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Gene and Julia (Tripp ’60) Boothby are living
at R.D. 1, Route 24, Phillipsburg, N. J., with
their new baby daughter bom on December 13,
1961. Gene is a mechanical engineer with Ingersoll Rand Co. in Phillipsburg.
James and Faith (Hutchins ’60) Webster are
living at 3 Quincy St., Apt. 15, Worcester, Mass.
James graduated from Clark University in Worces
ter in 1960 and is now employed by the Guaranty
Bank & Trust Co., Credit Dept., of Worcester.
Barry N. Smith lives at Powell Rd., Mt. Holly,
N. J , and is a speech therapist in the Pemberton
Township Schools, Browns Mills, N. J. During
the summer he serves as assistant director of the
Buckskin Camp for Boys at Franklin, and is
always glad to get back to the good old State of
Maine.
Bettye (Hyndman) Cookson writes that she and
Don have just moved into a new home at 11
Rustic Lane, Northboro, Mass. They are hoping
to get back for Reunion in June.
Ralph “ Woody” Hodgkins now receives mail at
79 Whitney St., Auburn, Maine.

1960

Miss Elizabeth Colley
197 Fairfield Rd.
Caldwell Township, N. J.
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“ For those who watch shall see Spring appear.”
Recently engaged and now in the midst of plan
ning for spring and summer weddings are Barbara
Loring to Charles Hepler of Waltham. Barbara is
now attending Boston University School of Social
Work. Nona Higgins to Paul Franson of Win
chester, Mass. Virginia Hinett to Lieut. Linwood
Bowen. Linwood is serving with the 20th Engi
neers Battalion at Fort Devens, Mass. Mary Ann
King of Fairfield to Gilbert Keller. Gilbert is
presently teaching at Deer Isle High School. Hilda
Santoro to Charles Emerson. Hilda is doing social
work for the Department of Health and Welfare.
Other engagements of interest are Jane Fowler,
a senior at Gorham State Teachers College, to
Terry Spurling. Terry is teaching and coaching
basketball at Aroostook Central Institute at Mars
Hill. Cynthia Carroll to Robert A. Aikman, Jr.
Cynthia is teaching at the Honeyspot School in
Stratford, Conn. Robert is presently employed by
Edward D. Stone, Architects, New York City.
Anna T. Chandler of New Gloucester to W.
Stearns Caswell, Jr. Stearns is presently a gradu
ate assistant in mathematics at the University.
Shirley Ann Goff of Peaks Island, Me. to Second
Lieut. Robert Davis. Bob will be stationed with
the 101st Airborne at Fort Campbell, Ky.
Doug and Ann Treadwell are living at 8 Sixth
Ave. in Haverhill, Mass. Doug is working as a
methods investigator at Western Electric Co. in

JUNE IS REUNION TIME
W ill we see you
on June 9-10-11
in O rono for the 1961
C om m encem ent-R eunion
w eekend?

No. Andover, Mass. Doug and Ann now have
two boys, James, 8 mo. and Dougie, 2. Dick
Hogan is working in Presque Isle as an insurance
claims adjuster where he is living at 65 Dyer St.
Marie Ifill sailed for Melbourne, Australia, on
Feb. 7th. Marie has a Fulbright Scholarship and
will study for a year at the University of Mel
bourne. Second Lt. Norris Thurston will be as
signed to the Army electrical proving ground at
Lt. 'Huachuca, Ariz. After completing special
training at the Signal Corps School in Lt. Mon
mouth, N. J. Robert Anderson is working with
the F. A. Peabody Co. agency in Houlton, Me.
Matthew Sheehan after completing pre-flight train
ing has been assigned to the Saufley Field Auxiliary
Air Station in Pensacola for primary flight train
ing. Both Sidney Cousins and Roger Cyr are
employed as plant quarantine inspectors with the
Plant Quarantine Division of the Agricultural Re
search Service in New York, N. Y. Thomas
Morehouse is working with North American Avia
tion and is living at 41 5th St. Apt. H. Hermosa
Beach, Cal. Roger Champion has a position with
the U. S. Forest Service in Civil Engineering work
at GS-5. His address is 1209 Franklin Road, Roa
noke, Va.
Married on December 30 were Faith Hutchins
and James Webster ’59. Faith is working at West
Baylston Junior-Senior High School, and Jim is
currently employed by Guaranty Bank and Trust
Co. in Worcester where they are living.

1961 ANNUAL STATISTICS
OF THE ALUMNI BODY
Includ es Classes from 1 8 7 2 -1 9 6 0
3 3 ,4 2 0 — T otal num ber o f alum ni
body (in clu d es livin g and de
ceased )
2 5 ,1 2 2 — T otal num ber o f m en
8 ,2 9 8 — T otal num ber o f w om en
2 9 ,2 7 1 — T otal num ber o f living
alu m n i (in clu d es lost and inac
tive)
2 1 ,3 9 4 — T otal num ber o f m en
7 ,8 7 7 — T otal num ber o f wom en
T his 2 9 ,2 7 1 figure above includes:
2 6 ,1 6 3 — T otal num ber o f alum ni
with know n addresses (in clu d es
husband and w ife com binations

2 ,2 2 1 )
T otal num b er o f p ieces o f m ail sent
is: 2 3 ,9 4 2
1 ,3 7 7 — T otal num ber o f alum ni
assum ed living with unknow n
addresses
1 ,7 3 1 — T otal num ber o f inactive
alum ni
1 2 ,8 2 0 — A lum ni residing in the
State o f M aine— 49% o f total
living alu m ni
1 3 ,3 4 3 — A lum ni residin g out o f the
State o f M aine— 51% o f total
living alum ni
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Tim e To M e e t O ld Friends

Tim e To V isit N e w A n d O ld H au n ts

V isit Fernald H a ll W h e re O ld Friends
H a v e n 't Forgotten The M a in e H e llo

The University Store Co
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Frank Shull, III, (center) discusses a life insurance program for A. Richard Malkin and his
wife Marjorie. Mr. Malkin is a Contract Negotiator for the Federal Systems Division of IBM,

The early success of
Frank Shull, U. of Maryland, ’58 —some observations
Following his first full year of life insurance selling,
Frank Shull was named "Most Valuable Associate” of his
agency. And not the least of his accomplishments that year
was the sale of nearly $800,000 of new life insurance.
To achieve success in a new career so rapidly is un
usual — but less unusual in a New England Life sales
career than in many others. There are good reasons.
Tangible reasons, such as screening and training. Our
candidates must, from the start, measure up to demanding
standards. Then they participate in programs of study and
practice at a General Agency, under the expert super
vision of men who are themselves eminently successful.
Finally, special schools at our home office hone their
skills even further, building confidence along with
competence.
But there are also intangible reasons for success — the
variables in each of the candidates — ambition, motiva

tion, character. The first may well determine his income,
the second his attitude toward his profession, the third
the manner in which he serves his clients. There can be
no real success, early or otherwise, unless a man has all
three attributes in the highest form.
If a career with New England Life sounds good to you,
let us know. We’ll see that you receive more information
about the opportunities for men who meet our require
ments. Write to Vice President John Barker, Jr., 501
Boylston Street, Boston 17, Mass.

NEW EN G LAN D L IF E
New England M utual Life Insurance Company: Founder of m utual
life insurance in America in 1835. All form s of individual and group
life insurance, annuities and pensions, group health coverages.

Local agent: Ernest K. Khoury ’53, Portland, Maine

R e p r o d u c tio n

F r o m A S e r i e s . • ‘ P o r t l a n d I n T h e 19 t h

century. "

c o p y r ig h t

1950. T he Ca n a l Na t io n a l

THE first quarter of the 19th century saw a speculative fever sweeping into
Portland from the larger cities. Money was plentiful and the tow n’s inhabitants
were easy prey to the smooth, glib offerings of a new group of men ranging
the land — the get-rich-quick schemers. Tall hat and tail coat was the chosen
costume (until then the badge of utmost respectability) of these men, who were
dedicated to parting dollars from their rightful owners. They were convincing
talkers and impressed the unsophisticated citizens with their plausibility and
sincerity. Fortunes were made — and lost — innate caution and common sense
were abandoned in the hysteria of the times.
One story of early Portland relates how such a schemer persuaded some
of the town citizens to join in a plan to produce silver from dew. After their
initial investment (for a survey), they were informed that the dew at Freeport
was particularly suited to the purpose. Consequently, the investors with great
secrecy and difficulty, brought him several quarts of the laboriously-gathered
liquid. Pouted into a great cauldron hung over a roaring fire, this was brought

to boiling. After much anxious watching the schemer finally, with great regret,
told them "something was w rong" — the silver did not materialize. Seriously
he questioned the investors, and finally learned that the dew had not been
gathered at exactly midnight, and only midnight-gathered dew would work!
Back they went the next night and sure enough, when the fresh dew was
boiled, there in the bottom of the cauldron were gleaming pellets of silver!
W ith this proof of the workability of his plan the schemer had little
difficulty getting additional investors who in turn gathered midnight dew (always
at Freeport) and were rewarded with little silver pellets. Visions of quick
wealth brought in more and more investors and all were happy.
Until, one morning, the schemer could not be found. He — and their
money — had disappeared. Then, unbelievably for the first time, the little
pellets were examined closely. O n several of them fragments of Spanish words
were engraved, and slowly the truth emerged. Thousands of Portland dollars
had been exchanged for a handful of broken-up Spanish coins!
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1803— Maine’s First Bank

Portland

188 Middle Street
14 Congress Square
Pine Tree Shopping Center
337 Forest Avenue
North Gate Shopping Center
Monument Square (449 Congress Street)
Saco
'
* Yarmouth
•
Gorham180 Main Street
93 Main Street
11 Main Street
South Portland
Old Orchard Beach
41 Thomas Street
Veterans’ Square
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